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Executive Summary 
 
By all measures, business in Utah is booming. The State’s gross domestic product (GDP) is growing at an 
annual rate of 5.8%, the highest in the nation.  Forbes ranked Utah the Best State for Business in six of the 1

last eight years,  and Provo, Utah has been called the best performing economy in the country.   2 3

 
The economic vibrancy of Utah is a boon to Utah entrepreneurs, and the state’s enthusiasm for self-made 
ventures has been recognized among numerous outlets. In 2017, the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 
proclaimed Utah the second best state in the nation for growth entrepreneurship, a measure that takes 
into account each state’s rate of startup growth, share of scale-ups, and high-growth company density.  4

Amazon recently highlighted Utah for being the most entrepreneurial state in the country, an honor 
bestowed upon the state with the most small and medium-sized businesses per capita selling on 
Amazon.   5

 
In any moment of prosperity, particularly given historic experiences of inequality, one must ask if this 
economic prosperity and the accompanying opportunities are being enjoyed by all of Utah’s citizens, 
equally.  

 
The short answer is - no.  
 

"Trying to find a black [owned] business in Utah is like trying to find Waldo."  
 James Jackson III, Executive Director, Utah African-American Chamber of Commerce  6

 
The Sorenson Impact data team analyzed multiple sources for this report, held 3 focus groups, and 
conducted 23 interviews. The research confirms a disproportionate representation in entrepreneurship 
and small business ownership among women and minorities. 
 

+ Women and minority-owned enterprises are fewer in number, employ fewer individuals, have 
lower revenue, and are typically newer than enterprises owned by caucasian men.  

+ In 2017, Utah companies raised $1.1 billion in venture funding. However, female-founded 
ventures in Utah received only $21 million or 1.92% of the venture capital raised.   7

+ Men own 62% of privately-held companies in Utah, compared to just 14% for women.  The 8

national average shows that the gap between male and female owned businesses is 6% less than 
it is in Utah, demonstrating that although this is a national issue, it may be more acute in Utah.  

+ 21.2% of the population in Utah identified as a minority in the 2010 census, while only 7% of Utah 
businesses are owned by people of color, an 11 point difference from national figures.    9

1 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
2 ibid 
3 Davidson, Paul. "Provo, Utah, Is Best-performing Economy among Big U.S. Cities." USA Today. January 10, 2018. 
4 “2017 Kauffman Index of Growth Entrepreneurship - State Trends,” Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, October 2017. 
5 "Amazon Reveals Top 10 Most Entrepreneurial States: Utah Takes the Top Spot with California, New York, Colorado and New 
Jersey in the Top 5." Amazon - Press Release. May 1, 2018. Accessed July 23, 2018. 
6 James Jackson III (Executive Director, Utah African-American Chamber of Commerce), interview by Abby Ivory & Matt Hughey, 
May 21, 2018. 
7  Data from PitchBook, July 13, 2018. 
8 These numbers are not inclusive of businesses run by corporations, LLCs, etc.  
9 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
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+ Implicit and explicit biases harm the ability of women and people of color to start and grow 
successful businesses.  
 

The purpose of this report is to define the market for women and minority run businesses in the state of 
Utah as well as provide recommendations for how this market could be strengthened. The market was 
defined using a quantitative data analysis approach as well as a qualitative interviews and focus groups. 
It contains an analysis of the underrepresentation of females and minorities among Utah business 
ownership, and concludes with a series of recommendations to stakeholders and investors, which aim to 
move Utah business ownership toward a more equitable state, with stronger representation for women 
and minorities.  

Recommendations 

1. Implement a marketing campaign to publicize the success of female and minority entrepreneurs  

2. Create a grant program to support STEM education and entrepreneurship in elementary, middle 
and primary schools in Utah 

3. Invest in quality, accessible and affordable child care 

4. Provide targeted scholarships for women and minority students in higher education who are 
involved in entrepreneurship 

5. Encourage successful women entrepreneurs to create a fund for women owned businesses 

6. Create a website that increases access to Utah’s  entrepreneurial resources  

7. Host a pre-summit entrepreneurship-focused conference in conjunction with Silicon Slopes  

8. Provide funding to support organizations such as the Women’s Business Center, the African 
American Chamber of Commerce, and others 

9. Create or support accelerators and incubators that specifically target minority and female 
entrepreneurs  

10. Create a program to educate investors/funders on their inherent biases  

11. Fund an organization to collect, maintain, analyze, and report on small business data as well as 
data specific to women and minorities.  

Sorenson Impact looks forward to working with JPMorgan Chase & Co to implement these 
recommendations and improve the success of women and minority entrepreneurs in Utah.  
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Methodology 
Data Analysis 
Research began by identifying women- and minority-owned businesses located throughout the state of 
Utah as well as any private equity, venture, and debt funds that use a gender lens as part of their 
investment thesis. Data was pulled from websites and databases including Pitchbook, Mergent Intellect, 
the 2015 Census Bureau Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs, and the 2012 Survey of Small Business Owners. 
Data gathered from the Small Business Administration was used as a benchmark for comparing minority 
and women based trends to the general population as well as identifying national trends. The goal of the 
data collection was to identify women- and minority-owned businesses and funds that make gender 
oriented investment decisions.  
 
A comprehensive list of self-reported female- and minority-owned businesses in Utah was compiled from 
the original data from Pitchbook and Mergent Intellect. From this list, a representative sample of the 
population was identified to ensure the accuracy of the public records. The staff at Sorenson Impact 
conducted over 1,000 phone interviews to confirm that the companies listed were active and registered 
businesses owned by the reported demographic.  
 
The acquired lists were found to be 66% accurate, meaning that only 66% of all the businesses identified 
as owned by women or minorities were in fact owned by women or people of color. This significant 
inaccuracy can be attributed to errors in reporting from the databases Pitchbook and Mergent Intellect, as 
well as to couples who jointly own a company, but the woman does not participate in day-to-day 
operations. Because this information is self reported, it is difficult to know which factor can be attributed 
to the errors in reporting.  
 

 Of all the businesses identified as owned by women or 
minorities, only only 66% were in fact owned by women or 

people of color. 
 
Due to the high level of inaccuracy, this self-reported data was not used in this report. The data in this 
report instead references the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs because it is 
believed to be more accurate.   

Focus Groups & Individual Interviews 
Three focus groups and 20 individual interviews were conducted with business owners, investors, and 
policymakers to gather their perceptions of Utah’s business climate and challenges that women and 
minorities face when starting, scaling, and staying in business. A full list of participants in available in 
Appendix I.  
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Focus Group and Interview Questions 

1  What is your general perception of the ability of women and minority entrepreneurs to access capital? 

2  What challenges do you see? What are the unique challenges you see on the Wasatch front? 

3  What do you think could make a difference?  How could these solutions be accomplished?  What is 
needed? 

4  What opportunities do you see?  

5  What advice would you give to those with capital who want to invest in the full diversity of Utah's 
entrepreneurs?   

6  What advice would you give to women and minorities who seek to start businesses in the state of Utah? 
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Chapter 1: Living and Working in Utah 
Demographics: a young, urban, educated and increasingly diverse 
population 
An estimated 3.1 million people live in Utah.  Although known for its iconic empty spaces, in reality Utah is 
a highly urban environment: 75% of all Utahns live in the four counties adjacent to the Wasatch Mountain 
Range: Davis, Salt Lake, Utah, and Weber. A full third of the population lives in Salt Lake County.   10

 
Utah is also a very ‘young’ state, it is the youngest in the nation. In 2016, the median age was 30.7, with 
30% of the population younger than 17, and 90% under the age of 65. Just 59% or 1.8 million people are 
considered working-age, third lowest in the nation.  11

Utah is also a highly educated state. Ninety-two percent of Utahns have a high school diploma or higher, 
compared to 87% nationwide, and 42% of the population has an associate’s degree or higher, the 13th 
highest in the nation. 32% of Utahns have a bachelor's degree which is slightly higher than the 30% 
national average.  The Utah Economic Council cited higher education as a “driver of the state’s 12

economy,” in its 2018 Economic Report to the Governor as “99% of jobs filled since December of 2007 
have gone to workers with at least some college education.” 
 
One of the most distinguishing social factors of Utah is the historic and current dominance of the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in public and private life. Roughly two thirds of Utahns, 63%, identify 
as members of the LDS faith, and the vast majority of all elected officials in the state - from the legislature 
to statewide offices and Congress, identify as Republican and LDS.   13

 

Utah business owners: young, educated, and focused on family 
Over the past decade, Utah has experienced steady economic growth, making it an attractive place to 
start a business. This economic environment is a hotbed for innovation and encourages entrepreneurs to 
start new companies. Factors impacting the growth include business tax incentives, affordable real 
estate, an educated populace, a robust public transit system and iconic businesses that have set up shop 
in the state. Additionally, Utah’s 5% flat corporate tax rate is one of the lowest in the country. The Tax 
Foundation, which released a study in February 2012 that measures the tax burdens in each state across 
different industries, rated Utah sixth best for existing firms. Another key to Utah's success is its healthy 
technology sector, concentrated in and around an area south of Salt Lake City known as ‘Silicon Slopes’. 
 
As of 2016, there were 225,383 nonemployer establishments in Utah  and 77,504 employer 14

establishments.  Among these companies, Utah has a high proportion, approximately two-thirds or 67%, 15

10 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
11 Ibid. 
12 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
13 Davidson, Lee. "With Utah Legislature's Mormon Supermajority, Is It Representative of the People?" December 12, 2016. 
Accessed July 24, 2018. 
14 U.S. Census Bureau, 2016 Nonemployer Statistics. 
15 U.S. Census Bureau, 2016 County Business Patterns. 
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of business owners that are reporting profitability, three points higher than the national average of 64%. 
This may be due to a mix of experience and education. Nineteen percent of Utah business owners 
reported some college education, compared to just 15% nationwide. Thirty-seven percent of owners 
reported being previously self-employed or owning a business, three points higher than the national 
average.  
 
Similar to state demographics, Utah’s business owner’s are considerably younger than the national 
standard. Thirty-four percent of owners in Utah are under the age of 44, compared to 24% nationwide. As 
a result, Utah has fewer life-experienced business owners proportionally, age 45+.   16

 
In addition to being younger, Utah enjoys a higher plurality of ownership compared to the rest of the 
nation. While most firms are owned by a single individual, 51% compared to 59% nationwide, 46% of 
businesses in Utah are owned by two or more persons, seven points higher than the national average. 
Correspondingly, Utah realizes a higher degree of family ownership, slightly more than one in every three 
businesses. Thirty-two percent of business owners in Utah reported their business as ‘primarily 
home-based,’ compared to 24% nationally.  As Christine Krogue of Mama Moon Boutique reported, 17

“Selling on Amazon has made my Utah-based home business possible. Amazon customers make up 99 
percent of my business and have allowed me to grow my business to a multi-million dollar company, hire 
additional stay-at-home moms in my neighborhood, and make a difference in the lives of my partners in 
Nepal.”  18

32% 
of Utah businesses are home-based 

In a similar vein, the data shows that Utah business owners have regionally distinct reasons for owning 
their business compared to the rest of the nation. Of particular importance to Utah entrepreneurs is work 
and family balance, with 54% of Utahns reporting this aspect of their lives as ‘very important,’ a seven 
point difference from the national average. Flexible hours are also cited as ‘very important’ by nearly half 
of all owners, five points higher than the average US owner. The most popular category, however, with 
58% of Utahns listing it as ‘very important’ is the opportunity to generate a greater income.   19

 
Congruent with a desire for flexible ownership arrangements, more Utahns report working less than 20 
hours per week, 21% compared to 16% nationally. Similarly, fewer owners in Utah reported working more 
than 60 hours in a week, 13%, compared to almost 20% of owners nationally. Evidence also indicates that 
a greater proportion of Utah businesses are open less than 40 hours each week (16% as compared to 
14% nationally). Notably, fewer owners in Utah are reporting their business as their primary source of 
income, 65% in Utah as opposed to 68% in the United States.  20

 

16 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
17 Ibid. 
18 "Amazon Reveals Top 10 Most Entrepreneurial States: Utah Takes the Top Spot with California, New York, Colorado and New 
Jersey in the Top 5." Amazon - Press Release. May 1, 2018. Accessed July 23, 2018. 
19 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
20 Ibid. 
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With an emphasis on flexibility and working from home, more Utah business owners engage in 
e-commerce than those in other states. Importantly, more than 31% of Utah businesses who were 
engaged in e-commerce relied on it for 50-100% of their sales, six percentage points higher than the 
national average. This data was collected  in 2015 and does not therefore reflect the quick pace of 
technological inclusion. With the growth of the Silicon Slopes ecosystem, Utah is likely to maintain or 
grow its lead in these categories.  21

 
For a state ranked the 8th best in the nation for its business tax climate,  many of Utah’s entrepreneurs 22

(55%) believe taxes have a negative effect on their business’ profitability, 6% higher than the national 
average. Conversely, fewer business owners in Utah believe unpredictable business conditions or slow 
business would hurt their profitability. 
 
Of the 2,759 businesses that shut down in 2015, 30% cited it was because of “other causes” which 
includes: inadequate cash flow or sales (25%), the business was sold (17%), or that the owner(s) retired 
(14%). Notably absent among the top reasons for ownership ending is a lack of loans and/or credit. In 
fact, it’s the least cited reason by business owners who are no longer in business at just under 2%.  

Financing and capital in the Beehive State: family, friends and credit cards 
The source and amount of capital needed to start and operate Utah businesses is critical to this report’s 
analysis and recommendations. The data demonstrates that nearly two thirds of business owners rely on 
personal and family savings to start their business, whether in Utah or across the nation. Second to 
personal investments are loans from banks and financial institutions. However, fewer Utah business 
owners reported using this method of financing compared to national average: 42% of small business 
owners in Utah report a heavier reliance on credit cards, family assets, and home equity loans to start 
their business, compared to the national average of 33%. Notably, fewer than 1% of Utah businesses are 
started with venture capital funding. Most businesses, approximately one in every five in Utah, are started 
with less than $5,000 in capital. Utah has a higher number of businesses that start with less than $10,000 
in capital compared to the national average.  23

<$5,000 
Average amount of startup capital for Utah businesses 

While in business, most Utah owners rely on funding from their own pockets, with most contributing 
$10,000-$24,999. Another 34% reported financial assistance from banks and financial institutions, with 
the mode amount being $250,000 or more. Less than 2% of business owners reported a reliance on 
outside investors. When in need of new or more funding, most Utah entrepreneurs tap into traditional 
means of capital acquisition. Fifteen percent of owners attempted establishing a relationship with a bank, 
credit union, or other financial institution in 2015. Approximately 80% of those attempts were successful 
in receiving the total amount of capital requested. The second most popular funding stream was credit 

21 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
22 Walczak, Jared, Scott Drenkard, and Joseph Bishop-Henchman. "2018 State Business Tax Climate Index." Tax Foundation. 
October 26, 2017. Accessed July 24, 2018. 
23 Ibid. 
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cards, with 13% of Utah business owners attempting to access this particular line of credit. A slightly 
higher proportion of owners, 82%, were successful in this endeavor. Few other avenues were attempted, 
most notably venture capital with less than 1% of owners seeking this type of financing. Reasons cited by 
owner’s for avoiding additional financing, when a financing need was identified, included a desire to avoid 
accruing debt (30%), a fear the business’ application would be rejected (20%), a belief that the financing 
costs would be too high (17%), and that the application process would be too time consuming (9%).  24

 
Venture capital does not comprise a large portion of the financing sought by Utah’s entrepreneurs, 
however, it does contribute a significant amount of capital to the startup ecosystem each year. In 2017, 
$1.1 billion was invested into Utah startups, the highest amount to date.   25

Pulling the pieces together: profiles of Utah businesses 
The majority of Utah businesses are profitable and run by owners who are between the ages of 45 and 64, 
have no prior ownership experience, and started their business with $5,000 or less of their own money.  26

Most businesses are operated by one owner, are office-based, and run year-round. Most are also 
administered by owners who work 41–59 hours a week, who are concerned with generating greater 
income, and who use business ownership as their primary source of income. At the time of the Census 
Bureau survey, most businesses did not need additional financing. Those that did, beyond accessing 
personal assets, sought traditional means of acquiring capital (i.e., banks). Most owners who identified a 
need for additional financing, but chose not to pursue it cited their apprehension of accruing debt. Taxes 
were perceived by most business owners as negatively impacting their business, but access to or the 
cost of capital was not. Of those business that did cease, most were because of ‘other reasons’ or 
inadequate cash flow.  

Business ownership and women and minorities: The role of implicit and 
explicit bias 
Utah’s inequality in business ownership may begin with cultural attitudes, resulting in implicit and explicit 
biases. 
 
Implicit biases begin in early childhood, and can lead to differing expectations of ‘appropriate’ types of 
interests. For women, this bias is complicated further by culturally-defined familial obligations. In their 
paper Gender Differences in Business Performance, R.W. Fairlie and A.M. Robb finds that “female-owned 
businesses are less successful than male-owned businesses because they have less startup capital, less 
business human capital acquired through prior work experience in a similar business, and less prior work 
experience in a family business. We also find some evidence that female business owners work fewer 
hours and may have different goals for their businesses, which may have implications for business 
outcomes.”   27

 

24 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
25 Data from PitchBook, July 13, 2018. 
26 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
27 Fairlie, R. W., & Robb, A. M. (2009). Gender differences in business performance: evidence from the Characteristics of Business 
Owners survey. Small Business Economics, 33(4), 375. 
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Implicit bias also affects business development in Utah’s ethnic communities. The majority of businesses 
started by minorities in the state are in the service industry. Although some of the problems and biases 
facing persons of color attempting to start businesses in Utah are the same as those in the majority 
population, it is important to recognize that all minorities can not be lumped into one group, and that each 
group has its own unique challenges. For example, the biases identified by New Americans or refugees 
are different than other populations with a longer history in Utah.  Specific to the New American 
community members who participated in a focus group for this study, stated that the majority of their 
employees are family members. Of a group of five entrepreneurs who are currently participating in The 
Spice Kitchen Restaurant Incubator, all five have multiple members of their family involved in their 
business. There are many other qualities that set the New American population apart from the sub 
category of minorities. To delve more deeply into the issues that each group is facing, there needs to be 
more data collected and time spent, but the overall consensus being that biases against the minority 
community in Utah are real and that they do need to be addressed.  
 
Explicit bias is also present. In conversations and focus groups overt prejudice and even resentment of 
the perception of beneficial treatment among minority populations was clear, especially from the investor 
perspective. One individual stated this in stark terms: 
 

“If you are in Utah and you are a minority or a female then you are in a good 
spot because that is all that has been talked about for the last five years, 

[investors] either believe in it or they have been forced to do it.”   28

 
 

   

28 Garrett Clark (Director of Operations, Silicon Slopes), interview by Abby Ivory, April 16, 2018. 
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CHAPTER 2: The State of Female 
Entrepreneurship & Business Ownership 
Demographics: Utah women are underrepresented in the workforce 
Utah is home to nearly 1 million women representing aged 18 years and older, slightly more than 50% of 
the adult population. However, of the 1.5 million working individuals in the State,  just 44%, or 638,663, are 
women. This represents a participation rate of 60%, a far cry from the 76% participation rate among men, 
a 16 percentage point difference in participation. In other words, despite near identical splits in the 
working-age population, 432,000 women are inactive participants in the economy compared to just 
254,000 men.  This is an indication that labor experience of Utah women is unique. 29

432,000 
Working-aged women absent from Utah’s labor force 

Those members of the female working population also realize significantly diminished earnings 
compared to their male peers. The national median income is $39,923 for women and $50,135 for male 
workers. In Utah, the gender pay gap is even larger. Women are paid 70 cents to the dollar paid to men, 
making just $37,090 while men make $51,046, a difference of about $14,000 and a statistic representing 
the largest pay gap in the nation.  30

 
While this pay gap varies significantly by industry, a striking example is in the management of companies 
and enterprises.  Women comprise 48% of managers but make on average $46,498 less than male 
managers. This pay inequity persists for women in the finance and insurance industries where women 
make up 49% of the workforce, but earn on average $26,797 less than men.   31

-$46,498 
Gap in median wages for men and women employed in the management of companies and 

enterprises. 

The gender pay gap may be partly due to a gender education gap. Utah ranks 12th in the nation for high 
school graduation at 91.7%, and rates are comparable for men and women. However, far fewer women 
obtain a bachelor’s degree or higher.  Just 30.7% of Utah women complete college (30th in the nation), 

29 U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
30“The Well Being of Women in Utah 2018”, Institute for Women’s Policy Research, 2018.  
31 Ibid. 
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while 34.5% of men do so (11th highest in the nation). This four percentage point disparity in higher 
educational attainment is the largest in the nation.    32

 
Compounding the issue of underrepresentation in the labor force is the impact of children in the 
household and responsibility for their care. Utah has a critical shortage of affordable, accessible child 
care, especially for young children. Voices for Utah Children estimate an additional 152,479 children need 
and do not have access to childcare.  Compounding this lack of access is the fact that childcare in Utah 
(in particular for infants) is more expensive than tuition at most of Utah’s four-year universities. Also of 
concern to parents is that less than 10% of child care providers in the state meet national accreditation 
standards.  33

 
Perhaps as a result, Utah families with young children are more likely to have at least one parent staying 
at home to care for the children. Only 50% families with children under the age of 6 are two-parent 
working families, compared to 65% nationwide. Looking at households with slightly older children, ages 
6-17, there is a similar, albeit slightly smaller gap with only 61% of both parents in the household in the 
workforce, 10 percentage points fewer than the national average.  In Utah, more so than in other states, 34

one parent shoulders the responsibilities of childcare while the other enters or remains in the workforce.  
 
Wage gaps and the effect of stay-at-home parents are particularly relevant in Utah because of the high 
rates of marriage and larger families. Of its nearly 1 million households, 75% are family-households, 
compared to just 66% nationally. Sixty-one percent of households in Utah are married (48% nationally) 
and 39% of family households have children under the age of 18 (29% nationally). The average family size 
in Utah is 3.65 persons, the highest in nation.  Women and men alike are more likely to be married in 35

Utah than anywhere else in the United States. Fifty-six percent of men and women report being married, 
compared to national figures of 50% and 46% respectively. The median age for marriage is also lowest in 
the country, at 24.7 years for women and 26.3 years for men, a difference of approximately 3 years for 
both sexes from national averages.  The median age of Utah mother’s at the time of their first born child 36

is 25.4 years, 14th youngest nationally and approximately nine months from the median age of marriage.
  37

 
Contributing to Utah’s larger than average family size is Utah’s fertility rate -- the highest in the nation in 9 
of the last 10 years. Utah also has the highest birth rate in the nation at 16.7 per 1,000 people.  38

 
The data demonstrates several important aspects of the female experience in Utah.  Women in Utah are: 
1) less likely to participate in the workforce, 2) more likely to marry young, 3) more likely to give birth at a 
young age, 4) more likely to have children, 5) more likely to support large families and 6) have very limited 
access to childcare of any quality. 

32 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
33 Voices for Utah Children, Child Care Aware report, 2017. 
34 U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Centers for Disease Control, 2016. 
38 Ibid. 
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Business demographics: the majority of businesses are owned by men  
More than 60% of businesses in Utah are owned and operated by a man, while less than 15% are owned 
by a woman. Another 15% are jointly owned, and the remainder are publicly held firms. The disparity 
between male and female business ownership in Utah is astounding; men own nearly four and a half 
times as many businesses as women. Compared to national statistics, women in Utah are 
underrepresented by 30%, while men in Utah are overrepresented by 6%. Many businesses in Utah are 
jointly- or spouse-owned, but 37% of these firms report being run almost exclusively by the male owner, 
compared to 30% nationally. Similarly, Utah spouse-owned businesses report a lower rate of equal 
operation between spouses than the rest of the country.   39

4.4x 
The multiple of male to female ownership of businesses in Utah. 

 
Beyond taking a backseat to men in terms of business ownership, female businesses also tend to be 
younger than male owned firms. The mode (or most frequent) number of years male-owned firms have 
been in business in Utah is 16 years or more. For women-owned businesses it is 6-10 years. This differs 
from female-owned firms at the national level where the mode is 16 years or more. The next most 
common age of the firm for women in Utah are those with two to three years in business. This figure is 
6–10 years at the national level. The data demonstrates a remarkable shift toward younger businesses 
for all owners in Utah, but particularly for female owners.   40

 
FIGURE 2.1 Age of Female- Versus Male-Owned Businesses in the United States 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

39 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
40 Ibid. 
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Female-owned businesses earn less revenue than their male counterparts. This is especially striking 
when looking at the area of the state where 25% of all companies are located. In this economic hub, male 
owned businesses generate a mode of $1 million or more, while that for female owners is $100,000 
-$250,000. Perhaps of greater concern is the gap between male and female-owned firms making $1 
million or more -- a divide of almost 10 percentage points.  
 
Compared to women, male entrepreneurs in Utah lead significantly fewer small businesses (by 14 
percentage points) and more businesses making $500k or more (by 12 percentage points). Roughly a 
third of all female-owned businesses in Utah earn less than $100,000, compared to just 19% for men and 
25% for female-owned firms nationally.  41

 
Male-owned businesses employ approximately 41% of all employees in the state, while female-owned 
firms employ only 6% of Utah’s employees. This spread in employment is eight points greater than 
national figures. Correspondingly, female-owned firms employ fewer people on average. The mean 
number of employees at female-owned firms in Utah is just 8 employees, compared to 13 for men. Annual 
payroll figures reflect this disparity. The mean payroll for a male-owned enterprise in Utah is $527,000, 
compared to just $237,000, or less than half the average male owner’s payroll, for female founded firms. 
The distribution of firms by size of employment shows that men own more than five times as many firms 
with five to nine employees and, at the right end of the spectrum, 98 times as many firms with 250-499 
employees (294 male-owned firms to 3 female-owned firms). Most firms, about 50%, employ one to four 
employees. However, male-owned firms outperform female-owned firms in all categories above 20 
employees.  42

$5.5 Billion 
Amount of venture capital male founders in Utah have raised since 2006. 

 
When taking a closer look at the industries where women-owned businesses are concentrated, an 
interesting story begins to emerge (Figure 2.2). Despite constituting a majority or large constituency of 
the labor force in several industries, women are significantly under-represented in many of the most 
lucrative industries.  
 
Utah female-owned businesses are predominately in real estate; professional, scientific, and technical 
services; health care; and retail trade. Male-owned businesses are concentrated in the construction and 
professional, scientific, and technical services industries. The largest gap between male and 
female-owned firms in Utah is present in construction, where men own 8.5 times (13.55% to 1.59%) as 
many businesses, as well as in professional, scientific, and technical services, where men own 5.5 times 
(12.73% to 2.32%) as many businesses as women.   43

 

41 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
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FIGURE 2.2 Industry Employment by Sex

 
 
Importantly, there is very little female representation ownership in the information, management, finance, 
and professional industries. Male ownership represents 97% of all businesses in the information industry 
despite a labor force participation rate of 36% for women. In the management industry, women represent 
nearly 48% of the workforce, yet only 8% of the ownership. The story is similar for the finance industry 
where men own 87% of the enterprises but represent 48% of the workforce. Even in the healthcare 
industry, where women make up 73% of the workforce, men own a staggering 83% of the firms. ,  In 44 45

Utah, male employees are concentrated primarily in two categories of industry; the highest grossing (e.g., 
the finance industry) and the fastest growing (e.g., the information industry).  46

 

<$50 Million compared to $5.5 Billion 
Venture capital raised by female and male founders since 2006. 

As a result of the dichotomy of ownership in these more lucrative industries, there are large disparities in 
venture capital funding among male and female-founded firms in Utah. In 2017, female founders were 
included in only two venture capital deals out of 110 and received less than 2%, or $21 million, of the $1.1 
billion invested by venture capital firms in Utah. However, 2017 is an anomaly, and just the second time 
where female-founders have received more than $2.5 million. The second time was in 2014, the only other 
year where venture capital investments in the state exceeded $1 billion. In that year, female founders 

44 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
45 U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
46 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
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were party to 3 deals out of 138, equating to investments of $23 million, the highest amount of venture 
capital female firms have raised to date.  
 
In total since 2006, male-owned firms have received $5.5 billion in venture funding.  In that same period 
female-owned firms have received just under $50 million.  47

Pulling the pieces together: profiles of female-owned businesses in Utah 
Women are dramatically underrepresented in most categories of business ownership. Women own less 
than two out of every ten businesses in Utah and are seldom the primary operator in spouse-owned 
enterprises. Female-owned businesses are younger, earn less revenue, and employ fewer employees 
than their male-owned peers. Despite being well represented in the workforce of numerous industries, 
women are largely underrepresented in the ownership of firms in those industries. Furthermore, the data 
shows men have a strong hold in the most lucrative fields. Partly as a result of this arrangement and 
gender-biased ownership, female founded firms receive significantly less venture capital than their male 
peers. This cycle of disenfranchisement begins with the educational disparities discussed earlier and, via 
a series of compounding factors, results in the underrepresentation of female-business owners across the 
full spectrum of entrepreneurship and business ownership. 
 

   

47 Data from PitchBook, July 13, 2018. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Challenges of Female 
Entrepreneurship & Ownership in Utah 
 
Quantitative data demonstrates the substantial female underrepresentation across a multitude of 
business metrics. To better understand the root causes of this disparity, it is important to explore the 
challenges specific to Utah’s female entrepreneurs from the owner’s perspective, as well as that of 
resource providers, government officials, and financial institutions that work alongside them. Together, 
these voices illustrate the very real struggles on the ground and bring to light the changes necessary to 
combat this inequality.  
 

"Many people from outside of Utah have a negative perception of the state, 
making it difficult for businesses to recruit talent from elsewhere.This 

perception is not entirely unfounded: Utah has recently been ranked the 
worst state for women in leadership roles, exhibits the third largest gender 
pay gap in the nation, and ranks dead last in disparity between male and 

female Bachelor’s degree attainment."   48

2017 Salt Lake County Global Trade & Investment Plan 

The nature of female businesses: a review of the literature 
A study in the Journal of Business Venturing from 2000 finds that "female business ownership is 
concentrated primarily in the retail and service industries where businesses are relatively smaller in terms 
of employment and revenue as opposed to high technology, construction, and manufacturing. Women's 
influx into small capitalism results from their movement into expanding, but highly competitive, industrial 
niches that are relatively unattractive to men. Two out of three women-owned firms remain in the retail 
trade and service sectors...not surprising, given that they represent traditional areas of employment for 
women."   While the study is dated, nearly 20 years later, the findings are echoed in many of the 49

interviews and focus groups that were conducted by Sorenson Impact.  

"A lot of women start lifestyle companies. They start something that’s smaller..."  
 Ann Marie Wallace, Executive Director, Women's Business Center  50

The overall perception of the 20 individuals interviewed is that women in Utah are predisposed to start 
businesses that are smaller, less time consuming, generally concentrated in the service, food, and retail 

48 "Salt Lake County Global Trade & Investment Plan," Salt Lake County, 2017. 
49 Anna, Alexandra L., Gaylen N. Chandler, Erik Jansen, and Neal P. Mero. "Women business owners in traditional and 
non-traditional industries." Journal of Business Venturing 15, no. 3 (2000): 279-303. 
50 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
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industries, and more akin to hobbies than professions. ,  Kathy Hajeb, Director of Operations at the 51 52

Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute, finds female college students are invested and interested in social 
entrepreneurship and other alternative forms of entrepreneurship, often described as ‘hobby’ or lifestyle 
businesses.   53

“In a state that focuses more on motherhood than business...if you want to be a 
mom you can always run a fairly lucrative side hustle. The resources are there.” 

Garrett Clark, Director of Operations, Silicon Slopes  54

Authors Anna, Chandler, and Jansen in their landmark paper, Women Business Owners in Traditional and 
Non-Traditional Industries, state that “occupational choice revolves around three main themes: individual 
competencies or efficacies toward certain skills, individual motives or desired outcomes, [and] the 
individual's context."  Self-efficacy, or discerning what one's perceived strengths are, is an important part 55

of childhood, adolescent, and adult development and long-term opportunities. According to Anna et al., 
"Self-efficacy has been found to relate to both type and number of occupations considered by college 
men and women, and with regard to traditional and non-traditional occupations."  So why is selection of 56

a college major and subsequent occupation so important? According to Richard Boden Jr., and Alred 
Nucci, "The survival prospects of both male- and female-owned businesses are greater for owners with 10 
or more years of prior work experience and/or 4 or more years of college."   57

"There are a lot of female entrepreneurs who maybe aren’t following traditional 
‘go tap into private equity,’ but they are makers and they are building a lifestyle 

business."  
Stuart Clason, Associate Director, Regional Development, Salt Lake County  58

Experience & Education 

College Major Selection 
One of the earliest challenges potential female entrepreneurs face is the selection of a college major, 
which is often culturally gendered, i.e., the attraction of male students to engineering or women to studies 
in education. Dianne Meppen, Director of Survey Research at the Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute, 
observed that when women she works with choose their careers, they prioritize options that offer 
flexibility like teaching or nursing over careers that could be entrepreneurial or business school.  This 59

type of educational sorting has a large downstream effect on women in the workplace, as well as in 
business. Research conducted by  Catherine Jeppsen of the Utah Women & Leadership Project finds, 
“Utah women represent a smaller proportion of students enrolled in higher-paying undergraduate fields of 
study compared to enrollees in the US. These fields include engineering, sciences, mathematics, and 

51 Jacki Zehner (Co-Founder, Women Moving Millions), interview by Abby Ivory, April 23, 2018. 
52 Kathy Ricci (CEO Emeritus, Utah Microenterprise Loan Fund), interview by Abby Ivory, May 21, 2018. 
53 Jim Sorenson (Founder, Sorenson Impact Center), interview by Aubrey Matthias, May 3, 2018. 
54 Garrett Clark (Director of Operations, Silicon Slopes), interview by Abby Ivory, April 16, 2018. 
55 Anna, Alexandra L., Gaylen N. Chandler, Erik Jansen, and Neal P. Mero. "Women business owners in traditional and 
non-traditional industries." Journal of Business venturing 15, no. 3 (2000): 279-303. 
56  Ibid. 
57 Boden Jr, Richard J., and Alfred R. Nucci. "On the survival prospects of men's and women's new business ventures." Journal of 
business venturing 15, no. 4 (2000): 347-362. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
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business.  Studies confirm the effect that these gendered choices have on female wages, business 60

ownership, and overall individual prosperity.  
 
Kathy Hajeb, Director of Operations for the Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute, stressed that university 
recruiters and academic advisors are able to get women into STEM majors, but that as educators and 
administrators, they can’t keep them there.  Hajeb hypothesized that it may be because these fields are 
too ego driven and competitive for women.  An adjunct professor in strategy and entrepreneurship at the 61

University of Utah, Brenner Adams, echoed these sentiments citing the emotional barriers for female 
students. In his experience, the field of entrepreneurship can be intimidating for women. As a result, 
Professor Adams believed the natural barriers to entry into the industry are doubled or even tripled.  

College Completion 
Men in the state of Utah outperform their national peers in college completion, while Utah women lag 
behind. Dr. Susan Madsen, Professor of Leadership & Ethics at Utah Valley University and Director of the 
Utah Women & Leadership Project, gives the following explanation as to why low college completion rates 
affect the women’s success: “A college education is more than a gateway to an affluent lifestyle. Earning 
a college degree has implications far beyond the workplace. The non-tangible benefits of receiving a 
college degree are, at minimum, equivalent to the monetary ones, and they extend from individuals to 
families and communities.”  Among other benefits, Dr. Madsen cites research that shows 
college-educated women enjoy a healthier lifestyle, increased life satisfaction, better lifelong learning 
skills, expanded knowledge, enhanced analytic skills, deeper creative thinking, better decision making, 
increased civic and community engagement, strengthened leadership skills, more developed social skills, 
higher self-esteem, and stronger reasoning skills.  Many of these traits are crucial to generating 62

opportunities for business ownership and the low rates of women completing degrees is a fundamental 
reason for the lack of women competing in the space.  

Career Selection & Advancement 
Even following college graduation, Utah women have a diminished array of opportunities in the the 
workforce, particularly in the most lucrative career fields. While the United States has made significant 
progress toward gender equity and rights,  barriers remain which directly affects Utah women’s 
conditioning as future entrepreneurs. According to research conducted by Anna et al., "Wage employment 
provides opportunities for men and women to acquire the financial and human capital necessary for 
success in business ownership. In fact, most male and female business owners had some prior spell of 
employment in the wage sector. But there are gender differences in the status of wage workers that could 
differentially impact the survival prospects of men's and women's new business ventures."  For the 63

majority of entrepreneurs, regardless of sex, experience in the labor force forms a critical component in 
their readiness for business ownership. 
 

60 Jeppsen, Catherine. “Utah Women in Higher Education: A Progress Report.” Women in the Economy Commission, March 2018. 
61 Kathy Hajeb (Director of Operations, Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute), interview by Matt Hughey, June 1, 2018. 
62 Utah Valley University. "Utah's Need." Utah's Women and Leadership Project. https://www.uvu.edu/uwlp/education/need.html. 
63 Boden Jr, Richard J., and Alfred R. Nucci. "On the survival prospects of men's and women's new business ventures." Journal of 
business venturing 15, no. 4 (2000): 347-362. 
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"Women's lack of experience and their concentration in the least profitable 
industries contribute strongly to the gender discrepancy."  64

Loscocco et al., 1991 

 
Utah has the largest gender gap in median pay in the nation, and large variability in industry participation 
among the genders. This is reflected in Salt Lake County. Stuart Clason, Associate Director of Regional 
Development at Salt Lake County, commented, "We have the highest wage inequality; we’re really bad at 
it." The reality is that Utah’s wage inequality is a symptom of a larger problem: opportunity inequality. In 
their research paper entitled Gender and Small Business Success: An Inquiry into Women’s Relative 
Disadvantage, Loscocco et al. discovered, "Women's lack of experience and their concentration in the 
least profitable industries contribute strongly to the gender discrepancy."  As a result of large, local labor 65

inequality, the opportunities presented to women in the labor force, particularly in Utah, to enter into 
entrepreneurship are fewer and contained within less lucrative, more competitive industries.  
 
Women are not only being disadvantaged in their selection of careers, but, regardless of field, are also 
frequently being overlooked for management-type positions, an important skill and experience to attain in 
the course of entrepreneur development. Rose Maizner, Co-Founder of Womenpreneurs finds, "When 
women are going after leadership positions that they are qualified for there are two things that are 
working against them. One is their confidence gap and the other is the bias, unconscious or otherwise, 
that sits at the table opposite them."  One female entrepreneur related this feeling first hand, remarking, 66

“When hiring, men are not looking for women in leadership positions.”  She added that most men see 67

women as ‘task or front desk material’, not someone destined for the executive team. This is a troubling 
perception, because as Jacki Zehner, Co-Founder of Women Moving Millions, mentioned, significant 
financial resources - controlled by those in senior leadership - are often in the hands of men.  68

Business Preparation and Education 
Several interviewees mentioned the struggle and desire to gain an education in business topics such as 
accounting, finance, and operations. Many of the female entrepreneurs interviewed asked questions like, 
“How do you look for funding? How do you create a board? How do you form a company? How do you 
create a term sheet?”  Most wished there were more educational resources targeted at women. One 69

entrepreneur expressed a yearning for “training on how to, when to, where to.” Relating to the multitude of 
business-related subjects she felt she needed to learn, she remarked, “entrepreneurship itself is just a 
huge gamut of topics. Marketing and advertising is a beast! I would love more training on that.”   70

Many women are not sure what training they need or how to get. As Kathy Ricci, former CEO of the Utah 
Microenterprise Loan Fund, put it, “They don’t know what they don’t know.”  71

64 Loscocco, K. A., Robinson, J., Hall, R. H., & Allen, J. K. (1991). Gender and small business success: An inquiry into women's 
relative disadvantage. Social forces, 70(1), 65-85. 
65  Ibid. 
66 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
67 Womenpreneurs' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, April 25, 2018.  
68 Jacki Zehner (Co-Founder, Women Moving Millions), interview by Abby Ivory, April 23, 2018. 
69 Womenpreneurs' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, April 25, 2018.  
70 Ibid. 
71 Kathy Ricci (CEO Emeritus, Utah Microenterprise Loan Fund), interview by Abby Ivory, May 21, 2018. 
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Motives, Expectations, and the ‘Mommy Tax’ 

 
A persistent and controversial aspect of Utah culture impeding female entrepreneurs is the commonly 
held assumption women will assume primary responsibility for childcare, regardless of their employment 
status. As a result of the historical and cultural marginalization of women in Utah, there is a confluence of 
family-related factors reflected in the data that influence women’s entrepreneurship.  
 
First and foremost is the average age of marriage in Utah.  Utahns, both male and female marry younger 
than any other state, and begin families at younger ages. Kathy Hajeb of the Lassonde Entrepreneur 
Institute echoed this reality when asked to attempt to explain the depressed rates of female 
entrepreneurship: “[Utah women are] marrying young and having families.”   72

 

“[Utah] is perceived [as] not a pro-female market.” 
Stuart Clason, Associate Director, Regional Development, Salt Lake County  73

 
Utah women also continue to raise the largest families in the nation. Younger, larger families place a 
strain on women during what would otherwise be the formative years of their career. According to 
Anne-Marie Slaughter, scholar and author of Unfinished Business, as quoted in Freakonomics: 

“If you take women who don’t have caregiving obligations, they’re almost equal with men. It’s 
somewhere in the 95 percent range. But when women then have children...they need to work 
differently. They need to work flexibly, and often go part-time. They often get less-good 
assignments because their bosses think that they’re not going to want work that allows them to 
travel, or they’re not going to be able to stay up all night, or whatever it is. If you’re working 
part-time, you don’t get the same raises. And if you’re working flexibly your boss very typically 
thinks that you’re not that committed to your career, so you don’t get promoted.”  74

 
This phenomenon is frequently called the ‘Mommy Tax’ and it forces women to look for careers or start 
businesses that have greater temporal flexibility.  Claudia Goldin, researcher and Professor of 75

Economics at Harvard, finds that "Women tend to shy away from ownership in part because it involves a 
fair amount of responsibility that is unpredictable."  Utah entrepreneur Jacki Zehner observed that many 76

women start businesses to support the type of parent they want to be and that growing their business 
beyond a certain level would cause additional child care hardships.  Often, the reason women have 77

smaller, more home-based businesses than men is that women are more likely to set maximum size 
thresholds for their companies.   Research suggests "growth is a deliberate choice and that women have 78

a clear sense of the costs and benefits of growth and make careful trade‐off decisions."  This trend 79

occurs in Utah in part because women's business goals are often oriented toward creating a balance 

72 Kathy Hajeb (Director of Operations, Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute), interview by Matt Hughey, June 1, 2018. 
73 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
74 Dubner, Stephen J. "The True Story of the Gender Pay Gap." Freakonomics. January 7, 2016. Accessed July 13, 2018.  
75 Ibid. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Jacki Zehner (Co-Founder, Women Moving Millions), interview by Abby Ivory, April 23, 2018. 
78 Cliff, J. 1998. "Does One Size Fit All? Exploring the Relationship Between Attitudes Towards Growth, Gender, and Business Size." 
Journal of Business Venturing 13(6): 523-542 
79 Morris, M. H., Miyasaki, N. N., Watters, C. E., & Coombes, S. M. (2006). The dilemma of growth: Understanding venture size 
choices of women entrepreneurs. Journal of Small Business Management, 44(2), 221-244. 
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between their income-generating activities and their family responsibilities, something which far fewer 
men than women factor in when considering business size.   
 
Fathers are seldom supported by employers, and even coworkers, as the primary parent or equal 
co-parent, which contributes to the issue of gender inequality as it relates to parenting roles and 
responsibilities. Kathy Hajeb expressed that all too often it seems like women are taking more leave after 
the birth of a newborn than men, which implicitly implies they will be the primary caretaker and that 
sacrifices of work will come from the mother. She continued saying there is a ”communication bias” in 
the workplace about the roles of the different genders in parenting and an “assumption of primary 
parenting” made by coworkers, supervisors, and employers alike.  80

 
With Utah’s traditional, patriarchal society, women are frequently placed in disadvantaged positions. From 
his experience, Professor Adams has surmised that Utah culture is disadvantaging women and 
minorities, a sentiment shared by  Stuart Clason:  "We lag behind the rest of the country [because] we 
have the old, traditional, 1950s model of a household. There are many single-income households where 
the wife stays home, has kids, and a large family."   In sum, the prevalence of gendered roles and 81

expectations confounds female entrepreneurship and business ownership in Utah. 

Context, Culture, and Discrimination 

Among the headwinds women experience, some are distinctly external and culture induced. Three 
particular challenges expressed by women repeatedly are the ‘industry of entrepreneurship,’ the effects of 
cultural discrimination on women’s confidence, and the difficult task of accessing capital. 

The Industry of Entrepreneurship 
It is clear from research, studies, and interviews that the cultural construction of entrepreneurship in the 
state of Utah is predominately male. Entrepreneurship has been linked to personality traits stereotypically 
associated with men and masculinity, such as aggressiveness, leadership and dominance, risk-taking, 
and independence.  These very traits have been observed by Kathy Hajeb, who oversees the University of 82

Utah’s accelerator Lassonde Studios and works directly with young entrepreneurs. She confirmed that in 
Utah entrepreneurship has a certain culture around it, one that is characteristically very masculine, e.g., 
competitive, isolatory, and strenuous. Women, on the other hand, are often more focused or concerned 
with adding value, working collectively, and working on impact-focused ventures.  The stereotypical 83

image of entrepreneurship as a male endeavor leads to gendered occupational selection and can affect 
the extent to which women consider starting a business, view it as a desirable career strategy, or receive 
encouragement and support from others.   
 
Not only is the culture male-dominated, but most business-related resources are as well, a fact that is not 
surprising given the prevalence of men in the space. However, as Hajeb pointed out, women need to feel 
welcome to utilize the resources at their disposal. “If they don’t feel welcome, they won’t stay.”  The 84

design and aesthetic of business resources that each gender prefers are different. According to Hajeb 

80 Kathy Hajeb (Director of Operations, Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute), interview by Matt Hughey, June 1, 2018. 
81 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
82 Gupta, V., Turban, D., Wasti, A., and Sikdar, A. 2009. "The Role of Gender Stereotypes in Perceptions of Entrepreneurs and 
Intentions to Become an Entrepreneur." Entrepreneurship Theory & Practice 33(2): 397-417 
83 Kathy Hajeb (Director of Operations, Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute), interview by Matt Hughey, June 1, 2018. 
84 Ibid. 
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women prefer to work in different spaces than men. They like welcoming spaces that are well lit, and 
don’t like to work in spaces that are dark and seem threatening, that have traditionally been more 
appealing to men.  One local founder of a coworking space mentioned that they strive to make sure their 85

space doesn’t feel like a “boys locker room.”  However, the absence of one aesthetic does not 86

necessarily correspond to the presence of one that would feel welcoming to female entrepreneurs. 

The Confidence Gap 
Our findings suggest that due to the stereotype of entrepreneurship in Utah, there is a lower likelihood 
that women will believe they possess the abilities required to be an entrepreneur. Not only do these 
biases affect investors and lenders in their perceptions of successful entrepreneurs, but women view 
themselves as part of the prejudices and do not actively seek out capital or high-growth opportunities.  87

As Dianne Meppen, the Qualitative and Quantitative Research Director at the Kem C Gardner Policy 
Institute, pointed out, for women there are "lots of confidence issues. [They are] afraid of jumping in 
[because of] this inequality that exists. They all have this sense that [they] are not equals in the workplace 
in general."  Women’s lack of confidence not only impacts business startups, but the growth of these 88

businesses as well. According to Beth Colosimo, Executive Director of Business Development Resources 
at Salt Lake Community College, “Women don’t think big enough, they underestimate their growth 
potential and the revenue that their business could generate.”  Local entrepreneur Jessica Finnegan 89

noted that women have a certain amount of doubt and fear as to whether they can come up with a good 
idea and get it to market, particularly in technology fields.  As a result of this perception of inadequacy 90

and gap in confidence, Colosimo witnessed more hesitation from women in asking for financing and, of 
those that did have the courage to ask, less confidence in pitching their business venture to investors.  
 

I can count the number of local Hispanic entrepreneurs on one hand and the 
number of women entrepreneurs on my fingers and toes. I see some 400 businesses a 

year and women and minorities are dramatically underrepresented."  91

Greg Warnock, Mercato Partners 
 
 
This lack of confidence is observed at the venture capital level as well. Commenting on what he was 
seeing from an investor’s perspective, Greg Warnock, Co-Founder of Marcato Partners, remarked:  

"I see a difference in the confidence women and minorities feel in their ability as it relates to 
performance. Entrepreneurs need to feel that it is worth the effort and that there is a probability of 
success. White men place a high self-assessment on both of those elements. They know it will be 
worth the hard effort and they think they have a reasonable probability of success. There is a 
different mindset with women and minorities. I have seen a different level of expectation. Women 
tend to focus on single proprietary companies, not enterprise software for example. And their 
confidence in their ability to execute and achieve is noticeably lower."  92

 

85 Ibid. 
86 David Edmunds (Founder, Salt Mine Productive Workspace), interview by Abby Ivory, April 11, 2018. 
87 Womenpreneurs' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, April 25, 2018.  
88 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
89 Beth Colosimo (Executive Director, Business Development Resources, Salt Lake Community College), interview by Abby Ivory, 
March 30, 2018. 
90 Jessica Finnegan (Entrepreneur), interview by Abby Ivory, April 12, 2018. 
91 Greg Warnock (Co-Founder, Mercato Partners), interview by Fraser Nelson, April 18, 2018. 
92 Greg Warnock (Co-Founder, Mercato Partners), interview by Fraser Nelson, April 18, 2018. 
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Capital 

Access to capital, whether used for starting or scaling an enterprise, is extremely important to business 
survivability and profitability. In a study exploring the survival prospects of male and female-owned 
businesses, authors Richard Boden and Alfred Nucci finds “business survival to be positively related to 
the amount of start-up capital."  As evidenced in the venture capital data analyzed from PitchBook, most 93

female firms are not realizing the same types and amounts of capital for their businesses.  
 
Ann Marie Wallace, Executive Director of the Women’s Business Center, explains the impact of a historic 
lack of access to capital among Utah women this way: 

"Women are not considering accessing capital the same way that men do. They don’t think they 
should even try for a loan. Sometimes they’ll think ‘I don’t know if I can pay that back’,  or ‘I don’t 
think I can get approved’. They think about [capital] on a much smaller scale than a man might or 
even a woman who is a little more affluent. Most of them are starting businesses that they can 
start out very, very small without very much capital at all."   94

 
As a result, women are likely using personal savings to start their businesses. However, as evidenced by 
the median pay data presented earlier, women often earn significantly less than men in the workforce, 
likely impacting the amount of savings they are able to accumulate in preparation for starting a business.  
 
The data backs up Wallace’s intuition. Researchers comparing the impact of financial capital of male and 
female-owned firms find, “Women-owned firms start with smaller amounts of capital than men-owned 
firms. Findings also indicate that women launched their firms with larger amounts of owner-provided 
equity and dramatically smaller amounts of outsider equity."  Confirming the consequences of reduced 95

savings the report went on to say, “Women raised dramatically less financial capital than men in the 
startup year and in the subsequent four years of operation. Women also use a significantly higher level of 
external debt and a significantly lower level of external equity during the startup year."  Utah women may 96

be hesitant to start a business, as it typically involves a much greater degree of risk and potential 
repercussions. 
 
For women who do seek funding, it is much more difficult for them to gain credibility among lenders than 
their male peers. Jessica Finnegan, a local entrepreneur, reports that one of the most difficult things for 
female entrepreneurs in Utah is that investors don’t take women seriously. In her funding attempts, she 
observed that if she tried to go into meetings without a male companion the lenders and/or investors 
would not take the meeting seriously.  This was echoed by Jim Sorenson, Founder of the Sorenson 97

Impact Center:  "it is harder for [women] to get credibility that gets them in front of investors."  The 98

perception of inequality is a view that has spread throughout female ownership. One female entrepreneur 
said, “It’s tough for men to have confidence in women-owned business. I’ve heard through the grapevine 
it’s harder for women to get funding than men.”  99

93 Boden Jr, Richard J., and Alfred R. Nucci. "On the survival prospects of men's and women's new business ventures." Journal of 
business venturing 15, no. 4 (2000): 347-362. 
94 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
95 Robb, A., & Coleman, S. (2009). The Impact of Financial Capital on Business Performance: A Comparison of Women-and 
Men-Owned Firms. 
96 Ibid. 
97 Jessica Finnegan (Entrepreneur), interview by Abby Ivory, April 12, 2018. 
98 Jim Sorenson (Founder, Sorenson Impact Center), interview by Aubrey Matthias, May 3, 2018. 
99 Womenpreneurs' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, April 25, 2018.  
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Women are also often left in the dark about potential funding streams. One of the initiatives of the 
Women’s Business Center is to “make sure women know about micro lending because sometimes they 
only think about banks or credit unions, [which can be] very scary to them or they might feel a little 
overwhelmed by that process."  Another issue is the lack of female representation in the investment 100

boardrooms and lending offices. Rose Maizner, Co-Founder of Womenpreneurs said, "There are certainly 
not enough women who are GPs, LPs at funds. There aren’t that many women who are angel investors 
either."  Lack of representation and credibility among the gatekeepers of capital are serious 101

impediments to female venture funding. 
 
Women who have sought funding report inappropriate questioning of their intent and pursuits that would 
be completely irrelevant had the entrepreneur been a male, such as “Are you capable of firing an 
employee? Is that difficult for you, as a woman, to do?” Finnegan is often asked if she has “too much 
heart.”  Questions like these only reconfirm  the perception among women business owners in Utah that 102

entrepreneurship and business are male activities, and that women lack the ‘right’ characteristics for 
success. This is detrimental to women’s participation rates in capital acquisition.  "Women don’t dare to 
go after money like a man might, especially if they’re further disadvantaged [by] discrimination on a 
working level."  103

 
Research indicates that this is correct. The Diana Project report, Gatekeepers of Venture Growth, findings 
include the well known fact that the venture capital industry is overwhelmingly male, benefits pre-existing 
networks and relationships (the ‘old boys network’ and, perhaps surprisingly, that the few “Women 
venture capitalists do not give preferential treatment to women."  The study contradicts one investor’s 104

perspective:  "I think relative to private equity, women and minorities have an equal shot but the 
participation rate is very low...compared to 40 year old white guys. I don't [think there] is a difference in 
the way they are perceived once they get to the office."   105

 
In their landmark paper We Ask Men to Win and Women Not to Lose: Closing the Gender Gap in Startup 
Funding, Kanze et al. get to the heart of where and why implicit bias exists in the investment community. 
They conclude: 

“...the expert VC selection process is often highly personal in nature, with signals communicated 
during face-to-face meetings. We find that a cognitive bias associated with stereotypic judgments 
leads investors to ask gendered questions… Investors may not have a direct and explicit bias 
against women based on their ascribed, or observable, characteristics [but rather] subtle, as 
opposed to overt, biases that persist in professional domains.”   106

In an examination of entrepreneur-investor interactions at TechCrunch Disrupt in New York City, the 
authors finds a gender bias in the questions investors were posing to entrepreneurs. As they describe it:  
 

“...[evidence] reveals that investors tend to ask male entrepreneurs promotion-focused questions 
and female entrepreneurs prevention-focused questions, and entrepreneurs tend to respond [in a 

100 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
101 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
102 Jessica Finnegan (Entrepreneur), interview by Abby Ivory, April 12, 2018. 
103 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
104 Brush, C. G., Carter, N. M., Gatewood, E. J., Greene, P. G., & Hart, M. (2004). Gatekeepers of venture growth: A Diana Project 
report on the role and participation of women in the venture capital industry. 
105 Greg Warnock (Co-Founder, Mercato Partners), interview by Fraser Nelson, April 18, 2018. 
106 Kanze, Dana, Laura Huang, Mark A. Conley, and E. Tory Higgins. "We Ask Men to Win and Women Not to Lose: Closing the 
Gender Gap in Startup Funding." Academy of Management Journal 61, no. 2 (2018): 586-614. 
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similar fashion resulting in] divergent funding outcomes for entrepreneurs whereby those asked 
promotion-focused questions raise significantly higher amounts of funding than those asked 
prevention-focused questions.”  107

 
Promotion-focused questions emphasize growth and gains that can be expected from an investment of 
capital. Conversely, prevention-focused questions highlight an avoidance of losses and losing money. 
Examples the authors gave for promotion focused questions included, “What does your revenue forecast 
look like?” Whereas a prevention-focused question might be articulated as, “Are you operating at 
breakeven?”  Beyond their initial findings, the team of researchers also found that female venture 108

capitalists were just as likely as their male peers to ask promotion-focused questions to male 
entrepreneurs and prevention-focused questions to female entrepreneurs.   109

 
Women are just as likely as male investors to exhibit the same implicit bias because of mental models 
and the gender of successful entrepreneurs in the past. For centuries, the stereotype of entrepreneurial 
success has been a white male. Therefore, when investors attempt to assess new business ventures, 
where there is often a lack of concrete information, they rely on the fact that white men represent the 
entrepreneurial population that came before them. White males continue to get biased treatment by 
venture capitalists of all genders. This finding suggests that the problem of funding female businesses in 
venture capital cannot be solved by simply adding more female venture capitalists.   110

Conclusion 
One interviewee remarked, “Most of the holes are not within funding.”  Regardless of whether most of 111

the holes are rooted in funding, the disproportionate amount of funding male business owners acquire 
compared to female business owners is a cause for concern for all stakeholders. Women leading 
businesses or women who aspire to lead businesses are the receivers of a great deal of discouragement 
and disenfranchisement. Utah’s unique culture and demographics and the prevalence of gender bias in 
education, labor, and capital, mean very few women are given the same opportunities as men to start new 
business ventures.  Many who do turn their seed of an idea into a full-fledged business find that they lack 
the support and resources all small businesses need to grow and realize their full potential. 
 
 
   

107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Ibid. 
111 David Edmunds (Founder, Salt Mine Productive Workspace), interview by Abby Ivory, April 11, 2018. 
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CHAPTER 4  
The State of Minority Entrepreneurship 
& Business Ownership 
Population demographics 
The minority population in Utah, which is defined as those individuals identifying as non-white, contribute 
to 21.2% of the State’s population, a total of 646,215 persons. The largest ethnic group in Utah are 
Hispanics, who account for 13.8%of the state’s population. Asians make up  2.4% of the total population, 
while African Americans, Native Americans, Hawaiian and Pacific Islanders, and individuals of multiple 
races contribute to 2% or less of the state’s population. The majority of the state’s minority residents live 
in three counties: San Juan (56.5%), Salt Lake (28.2%), and Weber (23.5%).  New Americans makes up 112

8.6% of the Utah’s population, with most individuals migrating from from Mexico, Vietnam, China, Canada, 
and Nepal. ,   113 114

<67% 
Percent of the Hispanic community in Utah that has attained a high school degree or higher.  

28 percentage points fewer than the white population. 

 
In the fall of 2017, a quarter (25.6%) of all college students in the state of Utah were representative of a 
minority community. However, a smaller portion of minority students graduated (23.2%) compared to 
white students (76.8%).  Ninety-three percent of white Utahns have graduated from high school or an 115

equivalent and a third of whites (32.8%) have earned a bachelor’s degree or higher. For the Hispanic 
population, these numbers are significantly reduced. Only 66.8% of Hispanics have earned a high school 
diploma and less than 13% earned a bachelor’s degree. Hispanic Utahns slightly outperform their national 
peers in high school graduation rates, but lag behind in college completion rates (12.8% to 14.7%), 
African American Utahns exceed the national average with an 87.3% high school graduation rate and 
almost 25% bachelor’s degree completion rate.  Among Asian Americans, 85.3% completed a high school 
education, similar national figures, and 46.5% attained a bachelor’s degree or higher, six percentage 
points lower than national averages. 

112 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
113 “The Contributions of New Americans in Utah.” New American Economy, (2017).  
114 New Americans in Salt Lake County: Prepared by Salt Lake Chamber, Partnership for a New American Economy, and Salt Lake 
County 
115 "2018 Economic Report to the Governor," Utah Economic Council, 2018. 
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9.2% 
Unemployment rate for Black & African Americans in Utah. 

 
Minorities comprise 21.2% of Utah’s population and represent slightly less than 19% of the workforce. 
Labor force participation rates are slightly higher among minorities than for whites, 70.8% compared to 
67.3%. The percentages of the working age population employed are similar, with 66% of minorities 
employed and 64% of whites employed. However, unemployment rates in Utah are significantly higher for 
minorities than whites, the highest being American Indians at 11.6%, followed by Native Hawaiian or 
Pacific Islanders at 9.4%,  African Americans at 9.2%, and Hispanics at 6.3%.  In aggregate, the 
unemployment rate for minorities is just over 7%,  or more than 26% of Utah’s unemployed population.  116

 
Whites out earn their minority peers. Median incomes varied for each of the minority households in Utah 
but none more than whites. American Indian households earned $37,536, a figure on par with national 
averages. African American households earned $40,622, roughly $4,000 higher than national standards. 
Hispanic households, representing the largest minority block in Utah, earned slightly more than $44,000, 
which is similar to national income levels, but $21,000 less than white households in Utah. Asian 
Americans fared best, earning $63,283 per year, but less than their national peers by $14,000.   117

67¢ 
Amount per dollar the median Hispanic household in Utah earns compared to white households. 

 
Unlike gender, finding summary statistics for Utah’s population by race and ethnicity proved to be a more 
difficult task. This is a dearth of resources and data at the national and local levels. There is insufficient 
data to determine median income by industry amongst minorities. 

Business Demographics 
Eighty-eight percent of Utah businesses are owned by someone that is white, and less than 7% of Utah 
businesses are owned by a person of color,  far below the 20% of Utah’s workforce that is minority. Utah’s 
share of minority business owners is more than 11 percentage points less than the national average, 
while the proportion of businesses owned by whites is higher than national average by more than 7%. To 
put this large disparity in perspective, white individuals own approximately 9 out of every 10 businesses, 
while minorities own less than 1 out of every 10 businesses.  118

116 U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
117 Ibid. 
118 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
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>500,000 
Difference in number of persons employed by white & minority-owned firms. 

Similar to the disparities between Utah genders, minority business owners tend to make less on average 
than their national peers. The majority of minority-owned firms in Utah, make between $100,000 and 
$249,000 annually, while the majority of white-owned firms in Utah gross more than $1 million in sales.  
 
Minority-owned firms in Utah employ significantly fewer employees compared to national firms. 
White-owned firms, on the other hand, employ more than 17x the number of employees in Utah as 
minority-owned firms, a difference of more than 500,000 employees. This employment gap is 13% larger 
than the national divide. Similar to white-owned ventures, most minority-owned firms employ between 
one and four employees, however, there are more white-owned firms employing 20 or more employees 
than minority-owned firms. In fact, there are only four minority-owned firms in Utah with more than 250 
employees, whereas there are 325 white-owned businesses meeting that criteria.  119

$22 Billion 
Difference in payrolls between white & minority-owned firms. 

  
The payroll for minority owned firms in Utah is significantly smaller. White-owned firms in Utah have twice 
the payroll of minority-owned firms ($436,000 compared to $217,000) and average annual salaries that 
are $13,000 higher ($38,000 to $25,000).   120

0 
The number of minority-owned management companies 

 
Looking at minority-owned businesses by industry, minorities are overrepresented in food service in Utah 
by almost ten percentage points and construction by more than 5 percentage points compared to 
national averages. Utah lags behind the nation in terms of minority ownership in the healthcare and social 
assistance industry (7% lower), as well as the wholesale trade industry. In Utah, white owners have 17 
times the number of businesses in professional services as minorities. Utah also has significantly fewer 
minority-owned businesses in the information and management industries, where minority-owned firms 
make up less than 2% and 0% respectively of all firms.  121

119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid. 
121 U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs. 
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Pulling the pieces together: profiles of minority-owned businesses in Utah 
Minority-owned businesses are underrepresented in Utah -- less than 1 out of every 10 are owned by a 
person of color. In general, minority-owned businesses are younger, earn less revenue, employ fewer 
people, pay lower wages, and are disproportionately found in the accommodation and food services 
industry. Compared to their national peers, minority owners in Utah are underrepresented in almost every 
category of industry and occupy the industries that are most competitive and least lucrative. 
Unfortunately, no state-level data exists for venture capital by race or ethnicity. However, state-wide data 
of this segment of the population would likely follow the national trends of inequality. 
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CHAPTER 5  
The Challenges of Minority 
Entrepreneurs & Ownership 
 
As discussed in the prior chapter, Utah’s minority population experiences a spectrum of challenges which 
are reflected in the small business data. Notably, the median minority wage is significantly less than the 
median white wage, perhaps a result of inequity in educational achievement. Other barriers not evidenced 
in the data might include language proficiency, foreign education and experience credentialing, as well as 
institutional barriers to training, capital, and other business resources. 

The nature of minority businesses 
 

In Utah, minority-owned businesses are less prevalent, younger, and smaller enterprises. They are also 
predominantly in industries that reflect the minority labor pool. These industries, like food service, retail 
trade, and construction, are also highly competitive and less lucrative than other, white-dominated, 
industries. Utah ownership is reflective of larger national figures. According to the Small Business 
Administration’s report on Latino business ownership, "U.S.-born Latino men are relatively concentrated in 
construction, [while] U.S.-born Latina women are relatively concentrated in healthcare and social 
assistance.”   122

 
“Minorities join the entrepreneurial sector as an avenue of opportunity to address 

certain disadvantages they face in the labor market.” 
Rafael Efrat, “Minority Entrepreneurs in Bankruptcy”  123

 
Minority entrepreneurs are starting businesses because of financial necessity. Jennifer Tarazon, Salt 
Lake County Business Outreach Manager remarked: 

"I think that there’s a higher percentage of necessity entrepreneurship rather than [traditional]. [In 
particular, minority women] are very entrepreneurial. It's easier for them to start a business than to 
go out and get a job. A lot of them are supplementing their husband’s income. They’ll do daycare. 
They’ll make tamales. They’ll make food and do other things that supplements the everyday 
income.”   124

Ze Min Xiao, Director of the Salt Lake County Office for New Americans echoed this sentiment noting that 
most New American businesses are classified as micro-businesses built to help the owners live from day 
to day.  125

122 United States. U.S. Small Business Administration. Office of Advocacy. “Latino Business Ownership: Contributions and Barriers 
for U.S.-born and Immigrant Latino Entrepreneurs.” By Robert W. Fairlie. Santa Cruz, CA, 2018. 1-64. Accessed July 13, 2018. 
123 "Efrat, Rafael. "Minority Entrepreneurs in Bankruptcy." Georgetown Journal On Poverty Law & Policy 15, no. 1 (Spring 2008): 
95-128, (accessed July 13, 2018). 
124 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
125 Ze Min Xiao (Director, Office for New Americans, Salt Lake County), interview by Abby Ivory, March 21, 2018. 
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“Entrepreneurship is so essential to immigrants and refugees in their ability to 

integrate themselves into a community.” 
Ze Min Xiao (Director, SL County Office for New Americans)  126

 
Beyond the difficulties already mentioned, many minority business owners, particularly New Americans, 
support immediate and extended families outside of the United States. Natalie El-Deiry has witnessed this 
firsthand as the Executive Director of the Spice Kitchen, a local business accelerator. Among the New 
Americans she works with there are a lot of remittance payments to family members in their home 
countries, "This is a common thing in New American owned businesses.”  One entrepreneur incubated 127

by the Spice Kitchen affirmed this tradition, noting she would often send a lot of money to her family in 
India. This need to support family abroad meant they needed to earn extra money. As a result, she said 
everyone in her family had to have job and, when that wasn’t enough, they decided out of necessity to 
start a ‘side’ business.  128

Experience & Education  

High School and College Completion Rates 
Academic literature demonstrates the correlation between educational attainment and entrepreneurial 
success. Minority high school and college education rates in Utah are significantly lower than among 
whites, creating a negative effect on minority business ownership and performance. “The most important 
factor limiting business income among U.S.-born Latinos is the low average level of education."  129

 
There is not enough data to identify the cause of the low rates of education attainment among minorities. 
For the New American population however, young men are called upon to help their family make ends 
meet. Take the case of Kiki Sharma, co-founder of Bhutan House. Kiki, a young female entrepreneur, 
immigrated from Bhutan and her business is currently being incubated by the Spice Kitchen. During a 
recent interview, Kiki conveyed her struggles with being part-owner of a family-owned business and the 
responsibilities that entails. She had to take a leave of absence from school to help run the day-to-day 
operations of the business, as her father’s ill health makes him unable to shoulder this burden alone. As 
she put it, she feels like she has had to put her “life on hold.”  For New Americans, the higher incidence 130

of youth restrained by family responsibilities and obligations, causes disadvantageous downstream 
effects in terms of educational attainment, career possibilities, and long-term, higher-earning 
entrepreneurial options. 

Career Advancement and Business Education 
The SBA report also concludes “the two most important factors limiting business ownership among 
U.S.-born Latinos are their relatively young age and lack of wealth.”  Minorities in Utah earn significantly 131

126 Ze Min Xiao (Director, Office for New Americans, Salt Lake County), interview by Abby Ivory, March 21, 2018. 
127 New Americans' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, June 7, 2018. 
128 Ibid. 
129 United States. U.S. Small Business Administration. Office of Advocacy. “Latino Business Ownership: Contributions and Barriers 
for U.S.-born and Immigrant Latino Entrepreneurs.” By Robert W. Fairlie. Santa Cruz, CA, 2018. 1-64. Accessed July 13, 2018. 
130 New Americans' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, June 7, 2018. 
131 United States. U.S. Small Business Administration. Office of Advocacy. “Latino Business Ownership: Contributions and Barriers 
for U.S.-born and Immigrant Latino Entrepreneurs.” By Robert W. Fairlie. Santa Cruz, CA, 2018. 1-64. Accessed July 13, 2018. 
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less than their white counterparts. This data can serve as an indicator for career attainment and 
advancement. As such, much like female-business owners, persons of color do not have the same 
professional and management opportunities as the whites, which in turn leads to a lack of wealth 
generation and accumulation, both of which impede business creation and growth. 
 

“New American owned businesses don’t have a lot of financial capital or assets, but 
your asset is your family—you can get free labor, and everybody is in on the business 

from the get-go.”  
Natalie El-Deiry (Executive Director, Spice Kitchen)  132

 
Many within the minority communities feel that there is a lack of formal education in business-related 
topics available for their needs. Speaking to the challenges of business ownership among those in Utah’s 
African American community:  
 

"What I’ve found is the lack of education about personal finance is a big hindrance. 
[Particularly] the lack of knowledge and importance of credit … the basic 

fundamentals of business [that] people have a difficult time with. [So] we’re trying to 
teach the community financial literacy. They don’t realize that with some 

high-turnover businesses, banks are hesitant to lend.”  133

James Jackson III, Executive Director, Utah African-American Chamber of Commerce 
 

Kiki Sharma echoed the same sentiments in her interview, adding that they are “literally giving money to 
[their] workers, whatever they ask for” because they don't know what other restaurants are paying or how 
to set appropriate wages.  Her family really needed additional training on how to run a business, 134

specifically related to human resource management. 
 
According to Jackson, the minority community has trouble “even asking for help. There’s a lot of pride 
within the minority community. They don’t want to admit that they need help."  As a result, he believes 135

that fewer of his fellow chamber members would attend classes because doing so would be admitting a 
deficiency or shortcoming. He noted, however, that in his mind “the differences between successful and 
unsuccessful entrepreneurs are a strong desire and the willingness to ask for help. [Some] don’t have 
that."  136

Context & Culture 

The Language Barrier 
Many stakeholders believe that one of the most important preconditions to success for minority 
enterprise owners is the entrepreneur’s proficiency in the English language. Lack of a comprehension of 
English significantly diminishes a business owner’s chances of success in a state where 85% of the 

132 New Americans' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, June 7, 2018. 
133 James Jackson III (Executive Director, Utah African-American Chamber of Commerce), interview by Abby Ivory & Matt Hughey, 
May 21, 2018. 
134 New Americans' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, June 7, 2018. 
135 James Jackson, interview by Abby Ivory & Matt Hughey, May 21, 2018. 
136 ibid 
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population speaks only English.   Jennifer Tarazon touched on this in her comments, noting the 137

“language barrier” can be one of the most challenge aspects of business ownership in the minority 
community.  Sharma also addressed this challenge as it related to her parents, saying “they are not 138

from America” and that “language” is one of the most difficult aspects of operating their business and 
accessing resources for them.  Kaltum Mohamed an immigrant from Sudan, founded of Mother of All, 139

and is participating in the Spice Kitchen’s accelerator program. She summed up the challenges her 
community experiences, saying the difficulties the New American population faces at the beginning of 
their journey are the ones they are used to. They don’t have a lot of trouble cooking and performing the 
trades they know best. The biggest challenge for them is getting the business going and learning English, 
and that the Spice Kitchen-sponsored ESL program provides them with a huge asset to start their 
business ventures.  140

 
Hurting minority business owners even more is their claim that the “American consumer won’t go to 
them.”  Describing this rift, Tarazon disclosed that the majority of minority-owned business patrons “are 141

of their ethnic background. So they [frequently ask me], ‘How do we get white customers to come to us 
and feel comfortable to come to us?’"  This is a phenomenon Jackson has noticed in his experience as 142

well, and that African American owners have a tendency to “stay focused within just their own community, 
their own network. That’s one challenge."  143

Confidence & the ‘Black Tax’ 
Similar to women in Utah, persons of color experience a unique set of challenges as it relates to the 
confidence of being able to start a business. In a 2018 article in Journal of Management Studies, Why 
Even Bother Trying? Examining Discouragement Among Racial Minority Entrepreneurs, authors Neville, 
Forrester, O’Toole and Riding find that African Americans and Hispanics are more likely to be discouraged 
than whites, while Asians are less likely to be discouraged than African Americans. They suggest that for 
certain racial minorities, socio‐historical experiences and shared knowledge of inequalities may influence 
individual behaviour through increasing discouragement toward important opportunities and 
entrepreneurial tasks."  A perception of systematic disenfranchisement means fewer minority 144

individuals feel their efforts will be enough to overcome the institutional inertia that has disadvantaged 
them or other members of their community.  
 
As the Executive Director of the Utah African American Chamber of Commerce, James Jackson has 
observed this feeling of defeatism firsthand in his membership. In his words, "people have to realize that 
we’re still trying to catch up. That’s where we are building from. It’s a little more difficult for the minority 
entrepreneur."  He described this psychological inclination as the “Black Tax”, a mindset among the 145

African American community wherein the business owner discounts their chances of success given the 
community’s or individual’s history of oppression and discrimination.   146

137 U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
138 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
139 New Americans' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, June 7, 2018. 
140 Ibid. 
141 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
142 Ibid. 
143 James Jackson III (Executive Director, Utah African-American Chamber of Commerce), interview by Abby Ivory & Matt Hughey, 
May 21, 2018. 
144 Neville, François, Juanita Kimiyo Forrester, Jay O'Toole, and Allan Riding. "‘Why Even Bother Trying?’ Examining 
Discouragement among Racial-Minority Entrepreneurs."" Journal of Management Studies 55, no. 3 (2018): 424-56. 
145 James Jackson III, interview by Abby Ivory & Matt Hughey, May 21, 2018. 
146 Ibid. 
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“Sometimes people [in the African American community] don’t feel their business will be taken seriously. 
They have all these kind of doubts - ‘I’m a black owned business, will they take me seriously? Am I worthy 
enough? Will they feel like my business is capable?’ - Often it’s all in their heads."  Underlining the 147

importance of this challenge for the minority community, Jackson concluded, "I think all the resources are 
here, honestly. Utah is such a business friendly state. I don’t see why businesses can’t thrive here other 
than [the owner’s] mindset."  Jackson would to reach point where black entrepreneurs don’t think of 148

themselves as “a black-owned business, but a business for the community, a normal business owner."  149

Capital 

Access to the Financial System 
For many minority owners, most traditional investors won't invest in restaurants because there is a high 
failure rate in that industry. For those that will, the terms are often disadvantageous for the entrepreneur.

 Despite the fact that most of the minority-owned businesses in Utah participate in the accommodation 150

and food services industry, there is still a need within the community for more access to capital and the 
potential for growth that such funding holds. Few minority owners are realizing the ease of access to 
capital they would like. As Jennifer Tarazon reports, "A lot of [minority business owners] say that they 
want to expand their business and get access to capital, but the microloans are not enough for them.”  151

For Rose Maizner, Co-Founder of Womenpreneurs, she sees the problem of access to capital as a larger 
issue of inadequate representation of female and minority interests and perspectives at financial 
institutions saying, “On the capital side, I think in Utah we feel [the difficulty of gaining access to capital] a 
little more acutely because the start-up community here is less diverse. Those holding the capital are not 
representative of the larger community seeking it."   152

Conclusion 

The story of implicit disenfranchisement for minority entrepreneurs in Utah is similar to that of women. 
For the minority population, one of the biggest challenges remains the lower high school and college 
graduation rates. The lack of educational attainment has compounding effects, resulting in diminished 
career choices, median earnings, management opportunities, and entrepreneurial possibilities. These 
effects are even more detrimental because of the language barrier that exists for large segments of the 
population, hindering access to resources and customers alike, as well as a history of oppression, 
prejudice,  and segregation that still weighs heavily on our nation’s collective actions. Finally, inadequate 
funding and representation at financial institutions continues to thwart the growth possibilities of 
minority-owned businesses in the State of Utah. 

147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Ibid. 
150 New Americans' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, June 7, 2018. 
151 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
152 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Resource Fragmentation 
 
A final challenge facing Utah women and minorities seeking to start or grow a business is how difficult it 
can be to locate and utilize needed resources. Many stakeholders believe that these business-specific 
resources are fragmented and, as a result, are not helping entrepreneurs and their businesses realize their 
full potential. As one female entrepreneur explained, “[Business resources are] hard to find. You can 
Google and search and search until your brain wants to explode. The best [method] has been word of 
mouth. There’s so much information out there and trying to sift through it is exhausting.”  153

 
"I think fragmentation is one of the reasons that it feels inaccessible to some folks. I 
think because it is divided a little bit along geographic boundaries, socioeconomic 
boundaries, racial and ethnic boundaries, it doesn’t seem like there is one resource 
that all communities, marginalized or otherwise, feel like they can access or want to 

be a part of."  
Rose Maizner (Co-Founder, Womenpreneurs)  154

The problem is twofold: finding the resources available, and then piecing together a strategy to discern 
and access the various services available -- often without an understanding of what it takes to start and 
grow a business. 

Jacki Zehner pointed out that people often lack awareness of the resources available to them.  From the 155

entrepreneur’s perspective, the search can often feel “exhausting.” Rose Maizner noted that for women 
and minorities, two groups often not-plugged-into the entrepreneurial pipeline, "it can feel especially 
challenging to figure out where you’re going to start and what resources are available."   156

 
"One of the things they tell us is they wish there was just a one stop shop where they 
can go instead of going to the county or to the city. Where you can go to one person 

and say ‘I’m having problems...who do I talk to?’ "  
Jennifer Tarazon (Business Outreach Manager, Regional Development, Salt Lake County)  157

 
Even among those resources targeting specific populations, Maizner added, "The issue … is that the 
resources in the startup community in general and ones that are focused specifically for women are 
overly fragmented, so people don’t often know what resources exist and how to find them.” She finds “It is 
a fragmented community. You go to one place to get help with your issue, [and] another place to do an 
afternoon training on term sheets. There are a lot of services that provide a broad range of trainings. But 
it still feels like it's a fragmented community, especially for women who aren’t part of the social fabric of 

153 Womenpreneurs' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, April 25, 2018.  
154 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
155 Jacki Zehner (Co-Founder, Women Moving Millions), interview by Abby Ivory, April 23, 2018. 
156 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
157 Ibid. 
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that community."  For traditionally disadvantaged and underrepresented populations, resource 158

fragmentation is a particularly acute issue. Challenges include locating relevant resources applicable to 
the entrepreneur’s demographics and circumstance and utilizing the resources as they were intended. 

158 Ibid. 
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Figure 6.1 MAP OF UTAH’S PRINCIPAL RESOURCES 
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SPOTLIGHT: The Story of Kaltum Mohamed 

New American and Founder of Mother of All 
Photo courtesy of the Salt Lake Tribune 

 

 
“It was scary for me, coming to a different culture, not speaking the language.” 

Kaltum Mohamed, Mother of All 
 
You don’t speak the language. You don’t have any money. The only people you know are thousands of 
miles away. You’ve been on the run for nearly a decade, desperately trying to find safety for your family. 
Your home country is in shambles, engaged in civil war and genocide. But at least you have a chance. 
 
This was the case for Kaltum Mohamed, a refugee from Sudan who came to America in 2013 after fleeing 
her home in the Darfur region ten years earlier. During those ten years, she and her family moved all over 
northern Africa seeking refuge and stability. They initially moved to Libya, which brought temporary 
solace, but violence and protests forced them to flee once again in 2011. They briefly lived in a refugee 
camp in Egypt, where they filled out relocation documents in an attempt to come to the United States. In 
order to raise the funds required to make the journey across the Atlantic, Kaltum began cooking 
Sudanese food for other people living in the camp. Their documents were received and processed by the 
International Rescue Committee (IRC) and finally, in 2013, after a decade of fleeing to survive, they were 
headed to Salt Lake City, Utah. 
 
Although the move to the United States was one accepted with gratitude, it didn’t come without its share 
of challenges and obstacles. In an interview with Matt Hughey with the Sorenson Impact Center, Kaltum 
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described what it was like for her and her family when they first arrived in the country. “It was scary for 
me, coming to a different culture, not speaking the language.” The IRC was the only lifeline she had when 
she got off the plane. “It was a tough start. We didn’t know anyone, just the IRC.” They picked her family 
up from the airport, took them to an apartment that they (the IRC) had arranged, gave them a phone, and 
then told her to wait patiently until a case worker could reach out to them. The case worker scheduled 
appointments, during which the worker would come take Kaltum and her family to the grocery store to 
buy food and basic necessities. After the shopping trip it was back to the apartment to wait for the next 
appointment. “It was really weird for us … just waiting for someone to come.” Kaltum said, “[Eventually] 
we adapted to the situation and culture with the help of the IRC.” 
 
It took another two years before they started to feel settled in and adjusted. By 2015, she was beginning 
to learn English, her children were in school, and it was finally time to realize her American Dream. She 
started her own business cooking Sudanese cuisine in South Salt Lake. Within another two years, she and 
her husband had saved up enough money to start their very own food truck. The bright green truck was 
given the same name that Kaltum was given in her native country: Mother of All. 
 
The Mother of All food truck quickly established itself. Kaltum earned 2nd place in a statewide 
competition in April of this year at the Women’s Entrepreneurial Conference. In May, she was invited to 
cook for the La Cocina Annual Gala in San Francisco. She recently joined the Food Truck League of Utah, 
a coalition of the best and most successful food trucks in the state. Within the next several years she 
projects opening a brick and mortar restaurant, or opening a second food truck in another state to expand 
her company. Her dream is for all Americans to taste her food, and while some dreams are yet to be 
fulfilled, compared to the moment 15 years ago when she and her children grabbed the few possessions 
they had and left behind their home in Darfur, she’s in a very good place. 
 
This story of resiliency, new life, and entrepreneurial success would not and could not have happened 
without the Spice Kitchen Incubator, a program of the IRC modeled after a similar program in San 
Francisco,  The SPICE (Supporting the Pursuit of Innovative Culinary Entrepreneurs) Kitchen Incubator 
finds refugee entrepreneurs interested in launching a culinary business and gives them everything they 
need to succeed. Entrepreneurs receive affordable access to commercial kitchen space, something that 
is difficult to find, let alone pay for, even if you’re not new to this country and its business practices. Spice 
Kitchen provides technical assistance and workshops for little to no cost, on how to market their 
businesses, develop products, and gain access to capital.  The goal is to help these businesses become 
completely self sufficient six months to four years after the incubation process begins. 
 
These types of organizations bring miracles to the people they help, as well as incredible food and 
diversity to the communities they’re a part of. Throughout Salt Lake City, you can find authentic food 
cooked by New Americans from places like Kenya, Nepal, Venezuela, Korea, Armenia, Sudan, and many 
other countries from around the world. 
 
The importance and impact of the Spice Kitchen Incubator and other related programs can be felt and 
defined by a quote from Kaltum Mohamed, the Mother of All: 
 

“Through my life it’s all been struggle, fear, and uncertainty, until I came here.” 
Kaltum Mohamed, Mother of All 
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CHAPTER 7 
Recommendations 
Overview 
There are many steps that can be taken to help fill the gaps in Utah’s entrepreneurial markets. The 
following recommendations are designed to increase participation rates among women and minorities, 
strengthen the success of existing female- and minority-owned businesses, and measure the impact of 
interventions designed to support these businesses.   

Recommendation #1:  Implement a marketing campaign to publicize the success of female and 
minority entrepreneurs  

"[I]nspire confidence and highlight the benefits of entrepreneurship. It lets the rest of 
community know that entrepreneurship is worth it. It is a contagious celebration of 
stories that show a good pattern to follow. We need to change the mindset of these 

would-be entrepreneurs to have the courage to participate.”  
Greg Warnock (Co-Founder, Mercato Partners)  159

 
The interviews conducted by Sorenson Impact underscore a perception that most people think of 
successful entrepreneurs as white males. Redefining the perception of the ideal entrepreneur is important 
for women, minorities, and investors alike. Highlighting and marketing the success of female- and 
minority-owned businesses will help to inspire potential entrepreneurs from these respective 
demographics. Examples of relatable, successful predecessors can break down psychological barriers 
that may prohibit entrepreneurial participation. 

 

A partnership between private enterprises, resource providers, and successful small business owners to 
advertise the possibilities that entrepreneurship holds could yield change. By telling their own stories and 
encouraging others, small business owners can become a symbol of success and pride within local 
communities and further promote entrepreneurship among all populations.  

Recommendation #2:  Create a grant program to support STEM education and entrepreneurship in 
elementary, middle and primary schools in Utah 

“There’s a mindset-shift that needs to happen. I have a daughter and I want her to 
think she can do anything.”  

Stuart Clason (Associate Director, Regional Development, Salt Lake County)  160

159 Greg Warnock (Co-Founder, Mercato Partners), interview by Fraser Nelson, April 18, 2018. 
160 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
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Having marketable skills encourages self employment and provides people with the talent necessary to 
succeed in their careers. In today’s economy, education in science, technology, engineering, and math 
(STEM) is more important than ever.  

 

An increase in encouragement and availability of STEM education in the formative years for all children, 
particularly for young girls and children of color, whose workplace roles have often centered on less 
technical jobs, would increase the number of children taking advantage of these programs and young 
adults entering higher paying and high-need jobs. Providing this bedrock of education can help a would-be 
entrepreneur make the leap to starting a business because they know they can find a job if their 
enterprise fails. While this recommendation has a longer time horizon, investing in STEM education now 
will have a significant impact on women and minorities in the years to come. 

Recommendation #3:  Invest in quality, accessible and affordable child care 

“High quality child care centers would benefit women entrepreneurs a lot.”  
Female Entrepreneur & Member of Womenpreneurs  161

 
The responsibility of caring for young children keep Utah women out of the workforce nd out of higher 
paying career choices. Utah is losing out on hundreds of thousands of talented, ambitious, and 
industrious women, and these women are missing out on a substantial number of years during which 
innovative ideas could be fostered and commercialized.  
 
For those women that are simultaneously working and raising children, a substantial portion choose to 
remain in flexible, lower paying but stable fields rather than to start new ventures because of the 
predictability and flexibility of traditional female employment like teaching. 
 

Local governments, nonprofit organizations, universities, and private institutions must commit to a 
shared role to increase family access to affordable, quality child care. This significant intervention would 
remove formidable disincentives to entrepreneurship among mothers.  

Recommendation #4: Provide targeted scholarships for women and minority students in higher 
education who are involved in entrepreneurship 

Provide financial incentives for women to go into male dominated industries, as well 
as more strategic match making and internship programs. 

June Chen (Managing Partner, LDD Partners)  162

 
One of the primary deterrents that keeps students from enrolling in business schools is student debt. In 
Utah, this is particularly true among minorities and women. Programs like the Lassonde Center at the 
University of Utah, Dixie State University’s Innovation Center, the Rollins Center at BYU, and the Larry H. 
Miller Entrepreneurship Training Center at Salt Lake Community College can incentivize female and 
minority students to pursue careers that can lead to innovation and entrepreneurship by reducing the debt 
accumulated throughout the education process. Incentivizing participation through targeted awards and 
scholarships can have an immediate impact on increasing participation rates. When coupled with the 
extracurricular activities that give students the real life experience they need to feel more confident in 

161 Womenpreneurs' Focus Group, Moderated by Abby Ivory, April 25, 2018.  
162 June Chen (Managing Partner, LDD Partners), interview by Abby Ivory, April 23, 2018. 
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their ability to start a business, these programs can both encourage the creation of new enterprises and 
create a group of mentors with each graduating class who can inspire students within their communities.  

 

Education, career opportunities, and capital are three of the most important aspects of increasing 
participation rates of entrepreneurship in both the female and minority communities. Sorenson Impact’s 
student fellows program teaches students how to evaluate companies for its own internal venture fund. 
This is a beneficial experience for students looking to start their own businesses because they gain 
insight into what investors are thinking and complete a rigorous training program designed to prepare 
them for what is expected in the real world. Due to the demographic makeup of the business school, it is 
difficult to recruit women and minorities to the Center. Two changes to the program could increase 
minority and female participation: providing tuition scholarships, and supporting a supplemental training 
for less qualified students to prepare them for the rigors of the program.  Utah Valley University and Salt 
Lake Community College both have recently initiated programs targeting female and minority students 
who plan to start their own businesses, and the same incentives would support an increase in the number 
of women and minority students who have a goal of starting their own business.  

Recommendation #5:  Encourage successful women entrepreneurs to create a fund for women 
owned businesses 

 
“Why not seed a program that focuses on investing [in female companies], get female 
college students and let them look at female-owned deals. Now you’re teaching young 

females who are in a university environment, for women by women."   
Stuart Clason (Associate Director, Regional Development, Salt Lake County)  163

 
In 2007 three successful women entrepreneurs, Carla Meine, Barbara Zimonja, and Becky Anderson, 
came together to form VAST, a female owned and led private equity fund. They had a vision of 
encouraging other successful women, as well as institutional investors, to create a fund targeting female 
entrepreneurs. Studies undertaken during this time showed the need for both capital and education about 
why scaling a small business is so important. Unfortunately the Great Recession undermined this effort.  
 
Utah has a number of successful female business owners. These women could be encouraged to create 
an investment vehicle, perhaps in cooperation with institutional investors, to invest in women 
entrepreneurs. Golden Seeds and other models exist across the United States. It is time to bring a similar 
fund to Utah.  

Recommendation #6:  Create a website that increases access to Utah’s  entrepreneurial resources  

"I think a one stop shop obviously would be ideal, especially if you build bridges from 
communities to that place."  

Ann Marie Wallace (Executive Director, Women's Business Center)  164

 

163 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
164 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
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Entrepreneurs know there are resources to help them, but they don’t know where they are, how to access 
them, or how to utilize them. Multiple respondents wished there was one source capable of answering 
their questions. This would especially help those who are are at the beginning of the process. 
 
Local non-profits as well as a few state run organizations have attempted to take on this mission. GROW 
Utah was created to, among other things, foster entrepreneurial talent, align community resources and 
support, and ensure funding for products, entrepreneurs, and businesses of promise. Sorenson Impact 
Center has yet to hear any significant feedback on the effectiveness of these organizations. Perhaps this 
is a result of a lack of marketing, a lack of funds, and/or a passive approach to entrepreneur recruitment.  
 
One potential solution is the creation of a virtual ‘community resource navigator’ or ‘entrepreneur liaison’ 
where entrepreneurs could turn for advice through all phases of business development (formation, 
validation, growth, and maturity). This would be especially helpful in minority communities where there is 
a distinct disconnect between people and resources and where language and cultural barriers add 
difficulty to the recognition and access of these resources.  Potential partners for this website are the 
Lassonde Center for Entrepreneurship at the University of Utah or The Governor's Office of Economic 
Development or the Women’s Business Center, housed with in the Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce. 
Penn State has built a similar website (https://invent.psu.edu/program/resource-navigator/). 

Recommendation #7:  Host a pre-summit entrepreneurship-focused conference in conjunction with 
Silicon Slopes  

Utah’s Silicon Slopes Technology Summit has been tremendously successful and is a great example of 
the power a large gathering can have. This two-day event features prominent keynote speakers, breakout 
sessions on current industry topics, live entertainment, and networking opportunities with a diverse 
audience. While the conference is primarily geared toward celebrating large, local companies, updating 
the public on the state of the Silicon Slopes, and shaping a future vision for the tech industry, the Summit 
presents an opportunity to help aspiring entrepreneurs stay connected with the resources within their 
community.  
 
Introducing a pre-summit conference geared toward female- and minority-entrepreneurs would expose 
and connect these entrepreneurs to new networks and the resources available at the Summit. This event 
would be open and inclusive of everyone, but give organizations, like JPMorgan Chase & Co, the 
opportunity to target specific populations. By associating the conference with the Silicon Slopes 
Technology Summit, a synergy would be created in publicizing the event and add value to the overall 
summit. 

Recommendation #8:  Provide funding to support organizations such as the Women’s Business 
Center, the African American Chamber of Commerce, and others 

"[Women] are hungry to connect with one another, but they are so fragmented. 
They're like a moth to a light. If we can just [provide] outreach, we will get women 

coming out of the woodwork."  
Ann Marie Wallace (Executive Director, Women's Business Center)  165

 

165 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
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Entrepreneurs have higher rates of success when they are mentored by another business owner and 
supported and connected to a network of similar and diverse, experienced entrepreneurs. Organizations 
such as Womenpreneurs and the Utah African American Chamber of Commerce provide invaluable 
networking opportunities, direct mentorship, and training in crucial business topics. All are constrained by 
a lack of resources. 
 

Supporting these community catalyzers will help new minority and female entrepreneurs successfully run 
their enterprises and build a vibrant entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

Recommendation #9:  Create or support accelerators and incubators that specifically target 
minority and female entrepreneurs  

“... entrepreneurial services have started for the primary audience which is [white] 
men."  

Rose Maizner (Co-Founder, Womenpreneurs)  166

 
Incubators and accelerators have been key to the success of entrepreneurial hubs such as Silicon Valley 
and Austin, Texas. Organizations such as Y-Combinator nest high-potential companies and provide the 
mentorship, training, and talent they need to expand rapidly. Utah has few similar resources, and fewer 
still targeting or recruiting women and minority entrepreneurs.  
 
Utah needs a coordinated effort among private enterprises and existing incubators to locate 
high-potential companies owned by women and minorities, and sponsor their nesting period so that they 
receive the guidance needed to accelerate their growth. The Spice Kitchen, a restaurant incubator for New 
Americans, is the perfect example of a local incubator that could expand with additional support.  

Recommendation #10: Create a program to educate investors/funders on their inherent biases  

“Look at the best company, the best management team regardless of who is in the seat.” 
Jim Sorenson (Founder, Sorenson Impact Center)  167

 

Implicit bias influences the investment community, as it does all environments. Creating awareness of 
these biases is critical to creating a more equitable funding environment. For example, in the 1970s, 
orchestras across the United States, plagued with nepotism and sexism, began experimenting with blind 
auditions. By placing a screen in front of the musician, musicians were hired based only on the sound of 
their music, eliminating any judgement of the musician’s physical appearance. Researchers found, “the 
blind audition procedure fostered impartiality in hiring and increased the proportion women in symphony 
orchestras. The screen may also have opened opportunities for individuals from less-well-known 
orchestras, those trained outside mainstream institutions, and those from minority groups.”  The 168

“screen increased— by 50 percent—the probability that a woman will be advanced from preliminary 
rounds and increases the likelihood that a woman will be selected in the final round."  The costs of 169

implementation was small, and the impact was significant. 

166 Ibid. 
167 Jim Sorenson (Founder, Sorenson Impact Center), interview by Aubrey Matthias, May 3, 2018. 
168 Goldin, Claudia, and Cecilia Rouse. "Orchestrating impartiality: The impact of" blind" auditions on female musicians." American 
economic review 90, no. 4 (2000): 715-741. 
169 Ibid. 
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Bringing leadership in the business and academic worlds together to design creative methods to reduce 
the impact of similar biases in the investment decision is crucial to the expansion of female and minority 
owned businesses. Sorenson Impact is exploring opportunities to further make the funding process 
unbiased.   

Recommendation #11: Fund an organization to collect, maintain, analyze, and report on small 
business data as well as data specific to women and minorities.  

"We’re #1 for business startups but were 47th in measuring retention of those 
companies 5 years later and that’s a gap that transcends gender inequality or ethnic 

inequality."  
Stuart Clason (Associate Director, Regional Development, Salt Lake County)  170

 
Part of the challenge of moving the entrepreneurial needle for women and people of color is a dearth of 
and often disparate data. In the past, Utah sent out a survey specifically to track female entrepreneurs. 
every five years with the census. Unfortunately, the last survey distributed was in 1997. There has never 
been a significant or similar effort to track minority-owned businesses.  
 
A coordinated effort between private enterprises, universities, and governments could greatly improve 
data collection in this area. Outreach will be an important aspect of the data collection process, and 
tracking outcomes will be important for determining and reinforcing those efforts which are most 
effective. The Women’s Business Center is looking to restart this survey, and the Kem C. Gardner Policy 
Institute, Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute and Sorenson Impact, and similar organizations at the state’s 
other leading universities, are capable of undertaking this work. 

 

   

170 Resources' Focus Group, Moderated by Fraser Nelson, March 22, 2018. 
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APPENDIX A 

About the Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs (ASE)  171

Purpose 
The Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs (ASE) provides information on selected economic and demographic characteristics for 
businesses and business owners by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status. Title 13 of the United States Code authorizes this 
survey and provides for mandatory responses. The ASE represents a public-private partnership between the Census Bureau, the 
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation and the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA).  

Coverage 
Included are all nonfarm businesses filing Internal Revenue Service tax forms as individual proprietorships, partnerships, or any type 
of corporation, and with receipts of $1,000 or more. The ASE covers firms with paid employees. The ASE is conducted on a 
company or firm basis rather than an establishment basis. A company or firm is a business consisting of one or more domestic 
establishments that the reporting firm specified under its ownership or control. The data are compiled by combining data collected 
on businesses and business owners in the ASE with data collected on the main economic census and administrative records. 
Business ownership is defined as having 51 percent or more of the stock or equity in the business and is categorized by: 
 

● Gender: Male; female; or equally male/female 
● Ethnicity: Hispanic; equally Hispanic/non-Hispanic; non-Hispanic 
● Race: White; Black or African American; American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian; Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 

Islander; some other race; minority; equally minority/nonminority; nonminority 
● Veteran status: Veteran; equally veteran/nonveteran; nonveteran 
● Publicly held and other firms not classifiable by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status 

 
Firms equally male-/female-owned, equally minority-/nonminority-owned, and equally veteran-/nonveteran-owned are counted and 
tabulated as separate categories. 

Content 
The ASE collects statistics on the characteristics of businesses and their owners.  Additionally, estimates are produced for employer 
businesses on the number of firms, sales and receipts, annual payroll, and employment. Data are presented by gender, ethnicity, 
race, and veteran status for the United States by 2-digit 2012 North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), states, the top 
50 metropolitan statistical areas, employment size, receipts size, and number of years in business. 
 
The ASE covers 20 NAICS industries, except those classified as: 
 

● Crop and Animal Production (NAICS 111, 112) 
● Rail Transportation (NAICS 482) 
● Postal Service (NAICS 491) 
● Monetary Authorities-Central Bank (NAICS 521) 
● Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles (NAICS 525) 
● Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar Organizations(NAICS 813) 
● Private Households (NAICS 814) 
● Public Administration (NAICS 92) 

Frequency 
The ASE is conducted on an annual basis for three reference years starting with reference year 2014. The ASE is the first attempt to 
produce annual estimates on businesses and business ownership by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status as a supplement to 

171 https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/ase/about.html 
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the Survey of Business Owners (SBO), conducted every five years as part of the economic census.  In order to produce the most 
accurate and robust data, estimates will be revised for the prior year annually.  Data revisions are based on improvements to the 
survey methods, new administrative data obtained by the Census Bureau, and/or changes to the business organization or 
ownership.  Additionally, ASE estimates may be revised to reflect historical corrections. Corrections are made to replace imputed 
data with reported data obtained from the company later or to replace reported data with more accurate data. 

Methods 
The ASE collection is electronic only. The ASE samples  approximately 290,000 employer businesses in operation anytime during 
the survey year. Those selected for the survey receive an initial letter informing the respondents of their requirement to complete the 
survey as well as instructions on accessing the survey. 
 
The following sources of information are used  to estimate the probability that a business is minority- or women-owned: 
 

● Administrative data from the Social Security Administration. 
● Lists of minority- and women-owned businesses published in syndicated magazines, located on the Internet, or 

disseminated by trade or special interest groups. 
● Word strings in the company name indicating possible minority ownership. 
● Racial distributions for various state-industry classes and racial distributions for various ZIP Codes. 
● Gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status responses of a single-owner business to a previous SBO or to the 2010 

Decennial Census. 
 

These probabilities are then used to place each firm in the ASE universe in one of nine frames for sampling: 
 

● American Indian 
● Asian 
● Black or African American 
● Hispanic 
● Non-Hispanic white men 
● Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
● Other (a different race was supplied as a write-in to another source) 
● Publicly owned 
● Women 

 
The ASE universe is stratified by metropolitan statistical area (MSA), frame, and age of business. The Census Bureau selects large 
companies with certainty. These companies are selected based on volume of sales, payroll, or number of paid employees. All 
certainty cases are sure to be selected and represent only themselves (i.e., have a selection probability of one and a sampling 
weight of one). The certainty cutoffs vary by sampling stratum, and each stratum is sampled at varying rates, depending on the 
number of firms in a particular stratum. The remaining universe is subjected to stratified systematic random sampling. 

Data Products 
Estimates for employer businesses include the number of firms, sales and receipts, annual payroll, and employment by gender, 
ethnicity, race, and veteran status. Data are presented by business and business owner characteristics by demographic category. 
Additionally, the ASE introduces a new module each year to capture information on relevant business components.The 2015 ASE 
module asks questions about business management practices, types of workers, tasks performed by workers, and record keeping 
practices. The 2014 ASE module asks questions about business innovation and research and development activity. Estimates are 
available for the United States, states and top 50 metropolitan statistical areas. 

Special Features 
The ASE provides annual data  on the status, nature, and scope of women-, minority-, and veteran-owned businesses.  The unique 
design of the ASE allows for flexible content, measuring a new relevant economic topic each survey year.  Additionally, the ASE 
produces estimates by the number of years a firm has been in business, offering a rare look at the makeup of young businesses and 
established businesses. 
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About the Survey of Business Owners (SBO) 

Purpose: 
The Survey of Business Owners (SBO) provides the only comprehensive, regularly collected source of information on selected 
economic and demographic characteristics for businesses and business owners by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status.  

Coverage: 
Included are all nonfarm businesses filing Internal Revenue Service tax forms as individual proprietorships, partnerships, or any type 
of corporation, and with receipts of $1,000 or more. The SBO covers both firms with paid employees and firms with no paid 
employees. The SBO is conducted on a company or firm basis rather than an establishment basis. A company or firm is a business 
consisting of one or more domestic establishments that the reporting firm specified under its ownership or control. The data are 
compiled by combining data collected from businesses and business owners in the SBO with data collected from the main 
economic census and administrative records. Business ownership is defined as having 51 percent or more of the stock or equity in 
the business and is categorized by: 
 

● Gender: Male; female; or equally male/female 
● Ethnicity: Hispanic; equally Hispanic/non-Hispanic; non-Hispanic 
● Race: White; Black or African American; American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian; Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 

Islander; some other race; minority; equally minority/nonminority; nonminority 
● Veteran status: Veteran; equally veteran/nonveteran; nonveteran 
● Publicly held and other firms not classifiable by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status 

 
Firms equally male-/female-owned, equally minority-/nonminority-owned, and equally veteran-/nonveteran-owned are counted and 
tabulated as separate categories. 
 
Businesses can be tabulated in more than one racial group. This can result because: 
 

● the sole owner reports more than one race; 
● the majority owner was reported to be of more than one race; 
● a majority combination of owners was reported to be of more than one race. 

 
The detail may not add to the total or subgroup total because a Hispanic firm may be of any race, and because a firm can be 
tabulated in more than one racial group. The sum of the subgroup detail for Hispanics, Asians, and Native Hawaiians and Other 
Pacific Islanders may not add to the total if no one subgroup owns a majority of the firm, but a combination of these subgroups 
owns a majority. In this case, the firm is included in the Hispanic, Asian, or Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander estimate, but 
is not included in any of the subgroup estimates. 

Content: 
Estimates include the number of employer and nonemployer firms, sales and receipts, annual payroll, and employment. Data 
aggregates are presented by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status for the United States by 2012 North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS), states, metropolitan and micropolitan statistical areas, counties, places, and employment and 
receipts size. 
 
The SBO covers 20 NAICS industries, except those classified as: 
 

● Crop and Animal Production (NAICS 111, 112) 
● Rail Transportation (NAICS 482) 
● Postal Service (NAICS 491) 
● Monetary Authorities-Central Bank (NAICS 521) 
● Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles (NAICS 525) 
● Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar Organizations(NAICS 813) 
● Private Households (NAICS 814) 
● Public Administration (NAICS 92) 
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Frequency: 
Data have been collected every 5 years since 1972, for years ending in "2" and "7" as part of the economic census. The program 
began as a special project for minority-owned businesses in 1969 and was incorporated into the economic census in 1972 along 
with the Survey of Women-Owned Businesses. 

Methods: 
To design the SBO sample, the Census Bureau uses the following sources of information to estimate the probability that a business 
is minority- or women-owned: 
 

● Administrative data from the Social Security Administration. 
● Lists of minority- and women-owned businesses published in syndicated magazines, located on the Internet, or 

disseminated by trade or special interest groups. 
● Word strings in the company name indicating possible minority ownership. 
● Racial distributions for various state-industry classes and racial distributions for various ZIP Codes. 
● Gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status responses of a single-owner business to a previous SBO or to the 2010 

Decennial Census. 
 

These probabilities are then used to place each firm in the SBO universe in one of nine frames for sampling: 
 

● American Indian 
● Asian 
● Black or African American 
● Hispanic 
● Non-Hispanic white men 
● Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
● Other (a different race was supplied as a write-in to another source) 
● Publicly owned 
● Women 

 
The SBO universe is stratified by state, industry, frame, and whether the company has paid employees. The Census Bureau selects 
large companies, including those operating in more than one state, with certainty. These companies are selected based on volume 
of sales, payroll, or number of paid employees. All certainty cases are sure to be selected and represent only themselves (i.e., have a 
selection probability of one and a sampling weight of one). The certainty cutoffs vary by sampling stratum, and each stratum is 
sampled at varying rates, depending on the number of firms in a particular industry in a particular state. The remaining universe is 
subjected to stratified systematic random sampling. 

Products: 
The SBO data sets include all businesses (minority-, nonminority-, equally minority-/nonminority-owned; female-, male-, equally 
male-/female-owned; veteran-, nonveteran-, equally veteran-/nonveteran-owned; and publicly held companies and other businesses 
whose ownership cannot be classified by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status) and are presented by industry classifications 
and/or geographic area (states, metropolitan and micropolitan statistical areas, counties, and corporate municipalities (places) 
including cities, towns, townships, villages, and boroughs) and size of firm (employment and receipts). The SBO data sets also 
include the Characteristics of Businesses (CB) and the Characteristics of Business Owners (CBO), which present additional 
demographic and economic information about business owners and their business activities. 

Special Features: 
The SBO provides the only source of detailed and comprehensive data on the status, nature, and scope of women-, minority-, and 
veteran-owned businesses. 
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Appendix A: Community Engagement Participants 

Interviewee  Position 

Amy Rees Anderson  CEO, Rees Capital 

Rose Miesner  Partner, Renewable Tech Ventures 

Brenner Adams   Adjunct Professor, Entrepreneurship, University of Utah; Founder, Ilkley 

David Edmunds  Entrepreneur, Founder, Meet at the Salt Mine  

Garrett Clark  Director of Operations, Silicon Slopes 

Greg Warnock  Managing Director, Mercato Partners 

Jacki Zehner  Independent Investor 

Jessica Finnegan  Entrepreneur 

Jim Sorenson  Entrepreneur, Founder of the Sorenson Impact Center 

June Chen   Managing Partner, LDD Partners 

Kathy Hajeb  Director, Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute 

Elena Leppard   Entrepreneur, Founder, Undercover Mama 

Katrina Holt and Seth Bailey  CEO, Olive Girl; Founder, Olive Girl 

Sariah Toronto  Founder and Principal, Claritas 

Steve Grizzell  CEO, Innovest 

Ze Min Xiao  Director, Mayor’s Office for New Americans, Salt Lake County 

Beth Colosimo  Executive Director Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses 

James Jackson  Executive Director, Utah African American Chamber of Commerce 

Kathy Tancredi  Executive Assistant, Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses 

Missy Greis  CEO, Publik Coffee 

 

Focus Group at the Leonardo  Position 

Annette Macintyre  Entrepreneur 
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Susan Layton  Entrepreneur 

Jordan Wardle  Entrepreneur 

Shelbie Flandro  Entrepreneur 

Jessica Frech  Entrepreneur 

Stella Markova  Entrepreneur 

 
 
 

Resources Focus Group  Business 

Joseph Mans  Zions Bank 

Annmarie Wallace  Director, Women’s Business Center 

Diane Meppen   Qualitative and Quantitative Research at Kem C Gardner 

Policy Institute 

Stuart Clawson  Salt Lake County Economic Development 

Rose Miesner  Womenpreneurs 

Jennifer Robinson  Associate Director, Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute  

Marin Christensen  Research Associate, Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute  

 
 

Spice Kitchen Focus Group  Business 

Kaltum Mohamed  Entrepreneur, Mother of All 

Kiki Sharma  Entrepreneur, Bhutan House 

Noor Eddin Abdul Bari  Entrepreneur, Noor Al Shaam 

Saadiyah Hassam  Entrepreneur, Ashikat Kitchen 

Kate Idzorek  Program Manager, Spice Kitchen  

Natalie El-Diery  Executive Director, Spice Kitchen 

Cassidhe Holland  Food Business Scale Up, Spice Kitchen 
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APPENDIX B 
CHAPTER ONE FIGURES 

Figure 1.1 Profitability 

 
Figure 1.2 Owner’s Age 
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Figure 1.3 Owner’s Education 

 
Figure 1.4 Owner’s Experience 
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Figure 1.5 Number of Owners 

 
Figure 1.6 Family Ownership 

 
Figure 1.7 Home-Based 
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Figure 1.8 Reason for Owning 
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Figure 1.9 Hours Worked per Week 

 
Figure 1.10 Seasonality 
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Figure 1.11 Primary Source of Income 

 
Figure 1.12 Engaged in e-Commerce 

 
Figure 1.13 Percent of Sales from e-Commerce 
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Figure 1.14 Type of Capital at Start 
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Figure 1.15 Amount of Capital at Start 

 
Figure 1.16 Current Funding Types 
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Figure 1.17 New Funding Types Attempted 

 
Figure 1.18 Reasons for Avoiding Additional Financing 
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Figure 1.19 Negative Impacts on Business 

 
Figure 1.20 Reason Business Ceased 
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CHAPTER TWO FIGURES 

Figure 2.2 Difference Between Male & Female Median Pay by Industry 

 
 

Figure 2.3 Ownership 
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Figure 2.4 Spousal Ownership & Roles 

 
Figure 2.5 Age of Business (National Comparison) 
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Figure 2.6 Age of Business (Utah) 

 
Figure 2.7 Revenue (National Comparison) 
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Figure 2.8 Revenue (Utah) 

 
Figure 2.9 Employer 
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Figure 2.10 Mean Number of Employees 

 
Figure 2.11 Annual Payroll 

 
Figure 2.12 Mean Payroll 
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Figure 2.13 Employee Count (National Comparison) 

 
Figure 2.14 Employee Count (Utah) 
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Figure 2.15 Industry (National Comparison) 
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Figure 2.16 Industry (Utah) 
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Figure 2.17 Distribution of Firms by Gender & Industry 
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Figure 2.18 Percentage of Firms by Gender & Industry 
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Figure 2.19 Venture Capital (Percentage of Deals) 

 
Figure 2.20 Venture Capital (Percentage of Capital) 
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Figure 2.21 Venture Capital (Count of Deals) 
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Figure 2.22 Venture Capital (Count of Capital) 
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CHAPTER FOUR FIGURES: 

Figure 4.1 Ownership 

 

Figure 4.2 Age of Business (National Comparison) 
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Figure 4.3 Age of Business (Utah) 
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Figure 4.4 Revenue (National Comparison) 
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Figure 4.5 Revenue (Utah) 

 

Figure 4.6 Employer 
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Figure 4.7 Mean Number of Employees 

 

Figure 4.8 Employee Count (National Comparison) 
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Figure 4.9 Employee Count (Utah) 

 

Figure 4.10 Annual Payroll 

 

Figure 4.11 Mean Payroll 
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Figure 4.12 Industry (National Comparison) 
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Figure 4.13 Industry (Utah) 
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Figure 4.14 Distribution of Firms by Race & Industry 
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Figure 4.15 Percentage of Firms by Industry and Race 
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